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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Dr. Richard Gray, Murray Slate
University's vice president for ada ye services, says an
decision on whether the university
recognizes a union will lie with the
university board of regents.
.
.A group of university emeloyees, plus
an official with the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees(AFSCME) were
expected to meet with university officials at 1:30 p. m. today.

REPAIR DAMAGE — Murray Electric System linemen Glyn Gordon, left, and Mike Wilson work to repair major
damage to a series of switches in the Murray District Sub-Station during a power outage in the city today. Workers
with the system were still trying to determine the exact cause of the Outage that darkened some 60 percent of the
city for over two yours. MES workers restored power aboUt 11 a. m. today. The outage marked the second in the
city within a 12 hour span.
eboto by )ennte B. Gordon

which darkened over 60 percent of the
city, was unknown by MES early today.
But, Hollis Pate, a worker with the
Murray Electric System (MES) said
the outage started with a switch failure
at the Murray District Sub-station
located off Fourth Street and South
Second.
Pate said the switch in the substation
"Just started arcing and meked clear."
A set of three switches blew out in one
section and a single switch burned in
another section, workers said. Power'
inindators also burned in the failure.
The power outage in the city was the
second in a 12 hour period, according to
Luther Nance with the system. A power
outage, which began shortly after 7
p.m. Sunday knocked power out for up
to three hours in about one fourth of the
city, Nance said.
Nance said a two hour power outage
in the middle of the working day is
unusual fir the city. "It is the longest
we had power out in several years on a
working day," Nance said.
The outage also affected some
customers of West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation who
live near the Murray City-limits, a
WKRECC spok.eman said today.

Workers with - Murray Electric
System restored power to Murray
shortly before 11 a.m. today after

We're All Dependent
You may find a few more typographical errors than usual in today's .
edition but we are thankful that we were able to get your paper to you in spite- of this mornings lengthy power outage.
Crews from Murray Electric System began' working on the substation as
soon as trouble developed shortly after 8 a.m. today. After assessing the
situation the crews reported tt would take two to three hours to repair the
datliage.
We owe a debt of gratitude to Toni Farthing, advisor for the Murray State
News,for the use of MSU facilities. Power was not out at the university so we
took some of our equipment and a few of our employees to Wilson Hall to continue working on today's edition.
It was a little inconvenient to shuttle copy back and forth from our
newsroom and advertising departments downtown to the campus but the
system worked pretty well.
Had the power not Come back on by $ , we had a standby plan of
operation. The Mayfield Messenger had i. alerted and if necessary we
planned to truck our newspaper pages to Mayfield where they had offered to
print today's edition.
One thing's for sure. This proves how dependent we all are on electricity
and we are thankful, despite today's unfortunate circumstances, that the
'Murray Electric System is run as efficiently as it is for the betterment of our
community.

Hawkins, an employees' represenincrease beginning July 1. The intative, concerning the carnpuswide list
creases will-vary, he said, according to
of grievances. "We spent a couple of -university job descriptions. "One of our
over each ''it and
hours
was to et some of the people up
getting the particulars," Gray said.
Ito federal minimum wage," Gray said,
'Mulligan said employees are asking !Minimum wage workers at the
the university to corfect the grievan- university are not affected by federal
ces. "Bid, that's just a sampling of • minumum wage guidelines.
their complaints. The workers feel the
The university employees in the May
university has failed to provide certain
1 statement said they wanted to afbenefits to take care of them," he said. filiate with AFSCME because of:
Gray said, that although most of the substandard wages and benefits as
grievances concern better working
compared to counterparts outside the
conditions, safety, on the job training,
university; dangerous working con"the bottom line on all of this is to get
ditions which workers consider to be in
"We will make a formal request for a
more money."
violation of Occupational Safety and
contract for Murray State employees,"
The latest union activity on the
Health Administration regulations;
Bill Mulligan, a spolesznan for the
campus is an outgrowth of a set of
failure
of the university to offer safety
employees said today.
grievances from the university's
education program for employees;
The outcome of that session with
printing services department in midharassment by supervisors of emGray and others today will be the
March. "As soon as the rest of the
ployees who seek to improve their
subject of a meeting at 6 p.m. today at workers saw what
was happening here
working and living conditions through
Murray-Calloway County Park,
(in printing services) they said they
the American Federation Of State,
Mulligan said.
needed help... and wanted to parCounty and Municipar Employees;
Should the university rum down an
ticipate in what developed," Mulligan
unfair overtime policy; outdated inemployees' request for a contract,
said.
program which fails to meet
surance
Mulligan said information pickets may
Inman condu-cted information
rising medical costs.
go up on campus,as early as Tuesday.
meetings with the employees. Assorted
Other grievances included: the lack
Stan Loman, Lexington, a state union
union local representatives, including
parking spots for all workers who
of
representative, is expected to represent
Franklin Rushing of Local 1068 UAWhave purchased parking stickers; the
unwersity employees in the 1:30 o'clock
CIO at Tappan,endorsed the movement
present vacation policy which fails to
session today.
on the university campus.
provide uniform time off for workers;
A number of university employees
Mulligan said there are some 470 questionable self interest business
released a. statement May 1 stating
prospective union employees on
practices by supervisors; unqualified
their support of the 'AFSCME
-campus including workers at printing
supervisioe which often- is reflected
movement. The statement listed 15
Services, maintenance 'workers, food
through poor planning and work
grievances against .the university.
service personnel, groundskeepers, scheduling; understaffed crews which
Gray told The Murray Ledger & security workers, electricians and
fail to meet work demands; the lack of
Times today, "This (recognition of,the
secretaries.
consideration by supervisors of
union) would have to be a decision by
The employees' spokesman said an
workers' suggestions which might
the board of regents. Under Kentucky
ultimate outcome of a negative
improve conditions; no- on the job
statutes universities are not compelled
response from the university adtraining and orientation for new emtu recognize unions and I wouldn't want
ministrative will be the possibility of
ployees; failure to post university on
tu venture a guess on what the board
losing "many good employees here on
campus job opening bulletins; and the
would decide but my gut feeling is it
campus."
treatment of workers as second class
Would be negative."
Gray said the employees are getting
citizens by the university supervisors
an average nine percent overall
Gray said he met with Samuel E.
and administrators.

Storms Cause Weekend Flooding
Across Various Parts Of Nation
Thunclersrorms that caused weekend
flooding in parts of the central Gulf
Coast states continued over sections of
the Mississippi Valley and moved
eastward today. Heavy rain fell from
Missouri through Arkansas.
Flash flood watches were issued for
southern
Illinois, southeastern
Missouri, Tennessee,
northern
Alabama and Mississippi. A tornado
watch was issued for eastern Arkansas,
extreme southeastern Missouri, nor-,
theastern Louisiana, western Tennessee and northwestern Mississippi.
Heavy weekend rains caused flooding
in parts of Mississifeii and Louisiana.
Hardest hit was Shreveport, La., where
police used boats to evacuate several
hundred people from their homes after

eas
For

5.27 inches of rain fell Saturday and
Sunday. A temporary shelter was set up
but most of the people had returned to
their homes or those of friends and
relatives by early today, authorities
said.
Baton Rouge and New Orleans also
had some flooding, but officials said it
was nibs* confined to low4ying areas
and subsided quickly.
Storms also caused lowland flooding
Sunday in southeastern Nebraska and
eastern Kansas. A torhado tore a milelong path through a rural area south of
Parsons, in southeastern Kansas,
uprooting trees, snapping power line
poles and toppling fuel tanks at a
mineral plant. No one was injured.
Although a storm that dumped three

Hewlett Cooper
Named Officer Of
,State Association

_
One Section - 12 Pages
What's the status of a national health insurance plan?
The question-answer column for senior citizens, HearUlric, today examines the question. See Page 5 in today's
Issue.
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TO PRESENT CONCERT — The Student Nurses' Choir from the Georgia Baptist Hospital Schools of Nursing, Atlanta, Ga., directed by John V. Glover, Jr., will present a concert on Tuesday, May 9, at 700 p. m. at the First Baptist
Church. The program will consist of a variety of musical compositions. The choir is composed of young women
who are training for the nursing profession and who have been chosen to represent their school because of their
musical and scholastic ability. Gena Halley, second left on the front row, is a choir member. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Halley of Murray. The weekly fellowship supper will precede the concert at,6:00 p. m..Note
change from Wednesday to Tuesday.

Carter, Congressional Opponents
Close To Compromise On Jet Sale

Hewlett Cooper of Murray was
elected as vice-president of the Kentucky Public Health Association at the
meeting held at Lexington. The
membership of the KPHA totals about
one thousand persons made up of
people working in the health field, both
originat' promise of advanced fighter
. WASHINGTON (AP) - President
public and private agencies.
sales to Saudi Arabia was made in 1974.
Carter and congressional opponents of
Cooper has been employed with the
Appearing on a television interview
his proposed Mideast j'Ot sale may be
Bureau for Health Services for over
program Sunday, Chfirdi -predicted
near a comprornise on the president's
twenty years He is currently Program
that the committee would reject the
plan to sell American warplanes to
Development Specialist in the Office of
president's package unless Carter
Israel and two of her Arab neighbors.
Community Health Services.
makes sAbstantial compromises.
„
As White House sources said the
The Murray mantas been a member
president Is open to a compromise with . Earlier in the weekend, Se
of both the American Public Health
Majority Leaderk-Robert C. Byrd-,- 11
opponents of the sales to Saudi Arabia
Association and KPHA far many years.
W.Va., said he allnks any -fictive to
and Egypt. a prominent Senate backer
He has served on the KPHA Board of
disapprove the thrke-nittien deal would
of Israel predicted the reported offer
Directors, chairman of Health
be Lejected on the floor.
would be well received.
Education Section, and chairman and
Ad Sen. Jac*favits, a prominent
Members of the Senate Foreign
member of several association comIsraeli backer; said a reported adRelations Comrnittee,'meanwhile, were
mittee. He holds B. S. and M. A.
ministrptron compromise- offer,- inpreparing to ask Henry A. Kissinger
degrees from Murray State University,
voleirfg additional jet sales to Israel in
why he did not tell them three years ago
and an MPH degree from the
that he had promised advanced U.S. „jdrure years - would be well received
University of Michigan.
on Capitol Hill.
fighters to Saudi Arabia
Outside of his profession, Cooper
Such a proposal was said to be under
The former secretary of si.sie
serves on a number of boards and. scheduled to testify before psis coiticonsideration by the White House to
committees on a district basis including
offset criticism from Israel's supmittee today, -WaS the Ji.dil witness
Council on Aging, Manpower 'Task
porters in' Congress.
s proposal
before it acts on C
Force, Project Revitkw Committee for ...San.Frank Church,D-Idaho,said last
ijie House International Relations
AHES.,;.Fiunily .P1sioning Advisory- --week-Joe,-meewohile,--mos -openingnoware. K-isaittgett, had---fioarch-plusa member'on the AM-West
imffmenfto Saudi Arabh1 font daySistlitartnits. of Its own Into
made
Technical Advisory Group in Com, who opposes Carter's . plan, ('art 's plan.
munity Health.
Unl $.11 both houses disapprove the
Id such a promise would not be valid
Before going into Public hostfli unless Congress approved it.
proposal by May 28, the administration
service, Cooper was a school-ttcher,
An official of the General Accounting
may go ahead with the sale of 60 F-15s
basketball coaell, and principal
Office told the panel last week that the
to Saudi Arabia, 15 F-153 and 75 F-16s to

Meanwhile, House-Senate „.erfriferees
resume public deliberatirins Tuesday
icing
on a .proposed_rtial gas
compromise ,,wer ed out after five months o -*ivate negotiations.

. 644800 Ettfifitir
Take.n In BL'rglary
At East Elementary
Calloway County 'Sheriff's Department is investigating a burglary at
East Elementary in the county that
netted thieves an estimated $800 from
the school „safe.
A spokesman for -the departrfient said
the. safe • was, possibly opened with
explosives,
The spokesman said a burglar or
_burglars !franaaokid-gook-dr-awerst'
IL/lumber of setteel roontr Mnat thir—
destruction, he said, was in the office
where the safe was opened
.
The spokesman said the department
has some suspects in connection with
the burglary. •
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Golden Anniversary

::Coldwater Club

pp

Bolds Meeting At
The Fuqua Home

.4

Mrs. Noble Fuqua opened
her home for the April
..T.eeting of the Coldwater
,Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Dan Hassell,
presided, giving the landscape
notes. and discussing several
projects for the new year.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ralph Bennett. Much
interest was shown in the
needle point lesson. Arlene
.Adams took a blue bird picture home for her daughters to
complete. Mrs
Freelon
Youngblood- promised to
crochet the casserole holder
for the May meeting at the
_borne of Mrs. Newel Doores.
Theonly changes in offiCellt
for the new year were Mrs.
Bobby
Adams,, housing
chairman, and Mrs. Ronnie
Bazzell, treasurer. The craft
leader wil be selected after the
lessons for the coming year
are planned.
Other. members present
were Esther Doores and
Vivian Adams.

Providence with Dorval
Hendon, and Coldwater withmr. Newel Doores, all at one
p.m. and Country side with
Wanda Henry.

Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m.

Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in band
room at Murray High. Parents
who loaned slides for Orange
Bowl trip may pick them up.

Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet
with Connie White at 7:30 p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First
United
Methodist
'Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.

0. Maier
KENTUCKY HOMEMAKERS WEEK -- Calloway County judge Robert
Joanne Cavitt,
proclaimed the week of May 1 to 6 as Kentucky Homemakers Week as
Calloway CountY
right, president and Marilyn Barret:left vice-preirdini drib-aabout three hunmembership
of
a
has
County
Calloway
Homemakers Club observe.
activities by the
Recent
County.
dred members in the clubs in Murray and Calloway
at the first
international
Day
and
Show
Crafts
Arts
and
the
indude
Homemakers
Methodist
Presbyterian Church, And the Tasting luncheon held at the First United
KEFIA Inthe
at
County
Calloway
Church. Mrs. Ci4f-triet Mrs. Mazzell represented
points.
other
and
York,
New
C.,
Washington,
D.
to
ternational Study Tour last fall
with the various
During the year they have shared some of their experiences and visits
homemakers clubs in the city and county.

Local Couple Makes Cruise
• Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill
of Murray celebrated their
ninth wedding anniversary on
April 19 while on a fourteen
days' cruise about the Nordic
Prince of the Royal Carribean_
Lines.

Monday,May 8
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made with Lou Doran, luncheon chairman, today.

Mr. Byrd of Godfrey, Ill.
Ports they visited included
San Juan, Puerto 'Rico.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Ellis Center will be open
seven p. m. at the Health
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
Center, North Seventh --d—aotivitiea-by-Senler-Catiaensan
Olive Streets.
Special program by Swing and
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at the high
school band room at seven p.
NI.

Cordelia Erwin Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Skating for Church of Christ
Youth will be at Murray Rink
at six p.m.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
Guadelope,
Oranjestad, Aruba, ,
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 9, 1978
Willeinstaci,_ Curate°. La
enthusiastic about the way
What kind; --of -day- -will
Guaira, (Caracas), tomorrow be? To find out what things go now.

Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30p. m.at the club house.

Tuesday,May 9
AQUARIUS
Venerurla, _South.: America, --the-stars say,---read the forecast
The
Calloway. County
19)
- (Jan. 21 to Feb.
They were accompanied on Port Antonio, Jamaica, St. given for your birth Sign.
Stars indicate that you. could
Association
for Retarded,
the cruise by Mrs. Churchill'& Thomas, Virgin Island, and
-um strike,out for a,higher guaL
-ARIES-.
Citizens will have a barbecue
--Porf:AuPrWce,
Haiti.
sister, Mrs. Ralph Byrd atriaYou may have to take a dif(Mar. 21 ,to Apr. 20)arer4
dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the
; -Some of your future ob- .ferent route to achieve it, but
Robertson School cafeteria
be
a
could
avenue
new
the
jectives are now taking ,shape,
with the program by Susan
better one ,
but there's a warning, neverHargrove's chum
Teeseleyl I
PISCES
theless: Don't attempt too much
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)"a.
-and don't make promises you
flaigein
Objectivity and foresight will
Dexter Senior Citizens will
_cannot possibly fulfill.
At These lbeelsee
be day's prime requirements. meet at
'TAURUS .
a.m. at the
Do not be coerced into deals or Dater Center, •
Apr. 21 to Mikr 21) War
would
not
you
which
activities
You will. probably be causd
anon to help persona • was - normally consider.
Groups of First Baptist
overstimulated emotions, to
Church Women will meet as
YOU BORN TODAY are
hurt feelings. Be your
assuage
Cextremely versatile and are follows: I with Mrs. Graves
understanding self.
endowe with a personality so Hendon at nine a.m., Janelle
GEMINI
engagin that you can sell Doyle at church parlor at 0:30
(May 22 to June 21)
your wares with an a.m., Hwith Mrs. Fred
yourself
Some good news you've been
almost unbelievable ease of Phillips at ten a.m., and III
hoping for won't come until the
effort. You are especially gifted
end of the day. So, be panentwith Mrs. Rubella Dawes at
!along creative lines, with
but not anxious.
two
p.m.
drama
and
the
literature
music,
CANCER
in the front line of your many
June 22 to July 23,
For Program Information.Please Call 753-3314
affinities. You have also been
Admonitions for this day: Be
Circles of First Unit
endowed with the proverbial
carefal if handling joint funds at
Methodist Church will
as
any kind: Don't get tsvotveldit- -- "green thumb" and would
ROSERT SLUM.
_101101111:-Alicawithtura
vreettent
'air
make
avow
and
raj
specufguan,
racy
MITCHUM MILES
Mrs W. L
6-d, Maryleona
or
botanist
ticulturist,
extravagance,
IOW Chestnut
Frost,
Mrs. M. C. Henry,
.agriculturist. You are self"
LEO
sacrificing and will lend
tract-Etessie Tucker with Mrs.
July 24 to Aug. 2.3) iiI641eiri.
causes . of,-k-James A. Diuguid, all at 9:30
to
yourself
Certain dilemmas and obhumanitarian value. A
stades will not be as difficult to
a.m., arxi. Faith Doran in
wbuld
teacher or physician
handle as you may think. Don't
senior youth room at two p.m.
be outstanding -lierrio Matter
let them keep you from apas a career, it
what you tak
predating your advantages.
;-)'
lane Fonda
Murray Branch of the
will hay .dtstinctive touch VIRGO
lik Vanessa
1510 Chestnut
of the true. artist
AAUW will meet in Home
the
(Aug. 24 to Sept: 23) 1110.14t...1.''.
Redgravj
te of: Sir James M
Avoid a tendency toward
Economics Department,
Intro 5/18
Barrie, novelist, dramatist;
impulsiveness. In moments of
Murray State University, at
Henry J. Kaiser, industrialist
stress, slow down - rather
7:15 p.m., with' Prof. Ann
•
take steps to a position
Herron to give program.
which it may be har
extricate yourself.
Homemakers Clubs will
LIBRA
641 C
.entra1 cle
meet as follows: Paris Road
1959_ * itwirspft.
(Sept. 24 to 9e( 23)
LEE GIRL
Matter
minor importance
with Mrs. Edward Curd, New
Irbri TINN14;
at C42
t
may
up out of proportion • Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee,
ess'YOU call a halt. Your
Murray Route One, are the
uick-silver intuition and
parents
of a baby girl, Teresa
Under 17 Must Have
All Seats $3.00
perceptiveness should be a help.
Jean, weighing four pounds
No Bargain Nile
Written Permissi
SCORPIO
10a2 ounces, measuring 17
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
MI N. Central Ctr
TUIWAY
inches, born on Sunday, April
Think twice before em9, at at 6:56 a4. at the
barking on any new plan or
NIGHT
Meld Over
project;.find out if you have all
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
the necessary data, and if this is
The father is emp oyed with
the best time for it Discretion
needed
Tucker TV, and the mother is
ibisia
l AVOW,
SR
SAGITTARIUS
on leave from the Houston; Nov_ 23 to Dec. 21)
121 South
McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
You rne.y now be able to find
(Pe)
Grandparents are Mr. and
PLUS
the solution to a problem which
Mrs. Thomas Lee of Murray
has
been
bothering
you
for
some
fOull• I
Route two, Clyde Rowland of
time -- and in a surprisingly
easy manner
Alrno Route One. and Hilda
CAPRICORN
Holland of Indiana-PAS,
4 Dec. 22 to Jan
20)/Ifi dC
t;
Ind.Great grandparents are
Good Saturn influences
Mr_and Mrs. Porter Hutchens
stimulate your skills and
of Murray, Mr: and Mrs.
capabilities. You should,feel
Luther Suggs of Murray Route
Seven, and Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Rowland of Alm°
Route One. A great great
grandmother is Mrs.' Maude
Todd of Murray Route Seven.
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Groups of CWFof First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Henry
Fulton at ten a.m., and IV with
Mrs. Kent Forrester at 7:30
p.m.

.
tonite's movies
THE BIG
I 'ars w* SLEEP gi

•

--/bruitica/n_.

—Wax.*

,$1r. and Mrs. Guthrie Irvan 'Grogan

Sway Band will be at one p.m.
,Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.rp.

Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Irwin Grogan of Murray Route Four
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
May 14, with a reception at the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, North Twelfthand Chestnut Streets, Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the special oc433 Order of the Eastern Star casion during the hours of two to four p. m.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
The couple was married on May 3, 1928, by Squire Jim
lodge hall.
Paschall at Crossland, Tn. Their attendants were William
James and Lola Grogan.
Murray TOPS Club will
Mrs. Grogan is the former Zena Estelle Outland,ciaughter,of
meet at seven p.m. at the the late Jaby Outland and Dozy Suratt Outland.
Mr. Grogan,
Health Center.
son of the late Irvan Grogan and Zettie Andrews Grogan,
retired from the work with the American Motors in Detroit and
Quota Club of Murray is , Grand Rapids, Mich. They returned to Calloway County in 1969
scheduled to mmet at twelve to make their home here.
noon at the Triangle Inn.
They have three daughters, Mrs. Halford (Barbara)
- LoviriS,—.4
Mrs. Paul (Charlotte) Wilson, and Mrs. Jimmy (Gail) •
Betty Sledd Group of. Gallirnore. They
have eleven grandchildren and three great
Memorial Baptist Church grandchildren.
Women will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club vitfl
have its general dinner
meeting st 6:30 p.m. with the.
memorial
service
for
deceased members in past
year at 5:45 p.m.
•
, Wednesday, May 10

Let's.5

Q: Mrs.
express he
a family p
son. He al
have-form
group, *1
whole hou:
excessive
feels that
have thei
home that
she fears I
too upsett
band and'
She also b
practice i
with a mu
level.
She wai
such bowie
harmful tc
the boys in

A: I con
forts to be
ing,compa
but I .fear
about lost
matter wit
his friends
You and
of the far
your right:
peace arid
home. You
yourself an
tation.
In additi4
try to teac,
his friends
skills can
as well

Mother's Day
isIts for $20
ood Mon , May 8 through Fri., May 12)

lElm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the church.

United Figure
Salon

Circles of Fir
'United
Methodist Chu
omen will
meet as •.sws: Hannah with
Mr'
'.rge Stockton, Ruth
ilson with Mrs. J. E. Fortin,
and Wesleyan with Mrs.

Dixieland Center 753-6881
Open Mon -Thurs 9-7:30, Fri. 9-6
4spt

Maurice Humpirey,ailat 7:30
p.

&JOT

Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Lola Humn at 9:30 a.m., Pottertown at Big K lot to go to
Brandon Springs at nine a.m.,
New Concord with Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell at one p.m.,
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs: Hilda Orr at 1:30 p.m.,
and Harris•Grove, place not
announced.

Blue S
Delta C

Hello,stranger.

of Kentuc

Searchingfor answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new-city.?
As yqur.WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
.Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGbN call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
(Th

Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet with Mrs. Emma Lou
_Tucker at one p.m. to make
patchwork pillows.

......
IIMIvsYn OutleweLTRINTS

Cestiif

You are invited to
attend the

FEVER

sitt
HORAY EARLE"

"RECORD CITY"

••••••••.ver.iy•••••
•..• •
•
•
•

•

The Beauty Box
is now under new ownership.

New owners are Sharon Kelso and Faye Hurt. -

• 14
TASTY SNACK
For a quick cocktail snack,
cut sharp cheese into ki-inch
cubes. Wrap bits of flattened
biscuit dough around the
cheese cubes to form a ball
Fry in hot oil and serve immediately.
•
it
th

•

v

MISS YOUR PAPER? .•

s. •
•

n

s,\\ViiN 4,

Sharon Kelso

Oieners

Faye Hurt

_ _fix_11111Mulliu,style caftan 011LOI Gill ihairrittitins

The. II% •
etst r

Opening

)eritS

fy Box153-7132

Murray, Kr'

Sebscribers sobs bays sap
rscelsed Wm* seimassirerid
e•py if No Mersey WS&
lAwsday.
Tines by 5!110
Miley et by 3111114. r.se Satw•
163-2414
bahvesa SsIS p. s.
5110
illasilerfriday;
301-0. O.faiwkiwyti•*Tort
Wavery if the newspaper tails
wart be Owed by 6 p.a. wash
Isevresys Is
days sr 6
anarwrase tiellwary.

"
1'T—

Of

.Nesbit
"A Shop To Remember"

We're
stop d
much,
health
deper
and ei
Her

Beginning Tuesday, May 9,1978
•

Our Shop Will Include:
•Wicker Furniture
Wicker Accessories
*Mirrors
*Pictures
•Monogrammed Glassware_ —
*kitchenware *Tablecloths
•Placemats •Napkins •Bedspreaifi
•Novelties

somet

Dilute
juice t
drink;

drink
health

the
bestleki
help
At I
12s
natce
o
nhd
T
c
a.

Come See Us!
J. P. Trisha Nesbitt, Owners
Hwy 641 North
Adjoining Wiggins Furniture
Mears: Tooe-Saj. 1000-5:09 Closed Mondays
Wilde Shopping
NsabMs be suns to

of)P
R.gisteLfatDooPthuAll•

Wrt

I I I

consisting of bookends mon rammed 91q1sworic...
muichsfith wicker, shg.d44-406.
ticic_414 •
for Your child, to be giver) away Saturday, May 13
AM.

tsr,
• costs

—

rtr

'-"tinit
We

a
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Lee&Stay Well

By F
.J.L Blatangarne, MD

LERMANS

Turn Down Loud Music

44cIII

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T STOFt6

MAY 14 tk

Court Square, Murray
Q: Mrs. R.S. writes to levels as at high ones. It those at home.

express her distress about
a family problem with her
son. He and some friends
hav'elermed a small rock
group, which upsets the
whole household with their
excessive loudness. She
feels that it is better to
have them practice at
home than elsewhere, but
she fears that the noise is
too upsetting to her husband and her aged father.
She also believes that the
practice could be done
with a much lower sound
level.
.
She wants to know' s
such loudness may not be
harmful to the hearing of
the boys in the rock group.
A: I commend your efforts to be an understanding, compassionate parent,
but I .fear that you have
about lost control of this
matter with your son and
his friends. You and other rdeinbers
of the family also have
your rights to reasonable
peace and quiet in your
home. You should assert

gait

•

Exposure to high sound'
"may be difficult for you to
convince these younger levels, especially if they
persons that this is true. A persist, can result in dammusic teacher at the local age to hearing. Short range
school, or some other mu- effects result in irritabilisician they respect, may ty, impaired concentration
be able to give them in- and difficulty in conversation.
sight better than you.
Unfortunately, loud muIn any event, it is essential that these young men sic in public places has
learn to respect the rights become the "in" thing,
of others, beginning with especially among younger
audiences. The loudness
has been made worse by
electrical amplification.
VISIT IN ATLANTA
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop
returned home April 29 after a
two weeks' vacation with their
daughter, Mrs. Pat Darnell,
Mr. Darnell, and son, Kevin,
of Atlanta, Ga. The Darnell
family 'came with them to
Murray for a weekend Visit
with, Mr. Darnell's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell of
Murray.

.

Such group behavior is sufficiently common to be of
concern. The noise can be
painful to sensensitive ears
and disturbing to wholesome group conversation
and dining.
Other forms of noise also
need criticism and public
disapproval,such as inadequately muffled motor
vehicles, jet engines, air
hammers and the like.
Educational efforts to

change such noisy practices may be worthwhile
and timely.

•

SKI GREAT!SE'S FANIASPCI

Ladies Golflineups Are
Listed; Winners Announced

Winners from the golf play Koenen.
by the ladies of the Murray
9:10 a. m. Carol Hibbard,
Country Club for May 3 have Euldetfe Robinson, Alice
been announced as follows: Purdom,and Diane Villanova.
Dorothy Fike, championship;
9:20a. m. — Edith Garrison,
Faira Alexander, first flight; Chris Graham, Beverly
Judy Muehleman, second Spann, and Eddie M. Outland.
flight; Vickie Baker, beginTee No. 7 —
HOSPITAL PATIENT
9:00 a.m. — Janice Howe
Edward Housden of Hazel ners.
Jjas been a patient at Lourdes The women will play golf on Aurelia Batts,and Ann Haney.
Wednesday, May 10, and
9:10 a. m. — Mary Bell
Hospital, Paduceh.
yourself and stop such irripersons not listed in the Overby, Ruth Wilson, Rubye
tation.
. PAliUCAH PATIENT — -lineups may come and be Poole, and Juliet Wallis.
In addition, it is well to
Teddie -A. McCuistait OU paired at the tee. Any player 9:20 a. m, — Vickie Baker,
try to teach your son and Murray has been
unable to play is asked to call Sarah Bryan, Lynitta Moses,
his friends that musical "-from Lourdes dismissed.
the golf hostess, Betty Lowry, and Lorraine Maggard.
Hospital.
skills can be acquired just
753-1285.
as well at lower sound Paducah.
Lineups are as follows:
Tee No. 1 —
ICA"-"Ai
tat irit
9:00 a, in. — Venela Sexton,
MILLER BOY
Margaret Shuffett, Judy
Grey Russell is the name
Muehteman, and Faira chosen of Mr. and Mrs. John
Alexander.
Myers, Miller, 1311 South
announce
to
We are pleiised
9:10 a. m:
Jerlene Sixteenth Street, Murray, for
-elect
bride
Crass,
Laurie
that
Sullivan, Evelyn- Jones, their baby boy, weighing
selected
of Eddie Rollins, has
Louise Lamb,,pnd Anna Mary seven pounds eleven ounces.
Flatware
Pottery,
her China,
Adams.
measuring 21 inches, born on
and Crystalise/et oar complete
- • *AO -m:— Frances Hulsez--Saturday, April-8-,-at-sir a-:ni.
bridal registry.
Dorothy Fike, Toni Hopson, at the Murray-Calloway
Laurie and Eddie will be
and Cathryn Garrott.
County Hospital.. •
married June 25,1978.
9:30 a: m. — Lou Doran,
Marline one daughter,Jill

y Route Four
y on Sunday,
if the Peoples
iy.
he special oc-

Squire Jim.
;fere William

I, daughter,of
Mr. Grogan,
taws Grogan,
n Detroit and
:ounty in 1969

era)Lovtits,
Tuny (Gail)
three great

ly

, 12)

The Shun)case
U1 Sifese
5•:-)1 °L3-A

MURRAY

g-4-A K4-'K-4

Ezie Hill, and Carla Rezroat. Shannoir age nineteen
9:40 a.m. — Nancy Fan- months. Grandparents are
cirich, Betty Lowry. Mickey Mr. and Mrs. Hardiman
Phillips, and Phyllis Kain. Miller of Hazel Route Two and
Tee No. 4 —
Mr. and Mrs.-Z.'B. Russell of
9:00 a. m. — Sue Costello, Kirksey Route One. A great
Inus • Orr,
Elizabeth grandfather is Sewell Jordan
Slusmeyer, and Urbena of Farmington Route One.

EVERY MOTHER DELIGHTS IN
LOVELY SURPRiSES.. SO
GIVE HER A PRETTY DRESS
We have styles here to please
every Mom...-all the favorite looKr.. all at terrific savingil

PRETTY PRINTS
in great new colors_

2, pc. SUITS
• SMART many
new styles
-

JACKET DRESS set to go
up
SHIRT_
OTHERSTO $34.99

Reg.

8.99
,
Jr., Missy & Women's Sizes

'

0000000
(2
4
1e

%

Perfect Gift for Mom

1,

Ladies 2 piece

!GIFT SPECIALS

PANT SUITS,

nue—Croes
Be Shield
Delta Dental
a Nemo*

•

IDAV

Give Mom your love
and a smart Pant
Suit — her .favorite
style and yours) here
now, in easy care
polyester. Pretty
summer colors, 8-18

here
to

1

nfo.
hood
try

Reg. $
8.99

others
▪

to 29.99

Solf<1
Colors

SLEEPWEAR
Elegant, Lavishly Trimmed
-town .& Matching Robe
White &g99 $1799
Colors 0 ToI

Sleep Gowns

udlesliKiRtr

•

Every Mom will appreciate
Lovely Movie Star"

Ass't. t500
- Styles, 4

Reg. 5.99

Colors

up

.000110

Eat.
Drink.
Anil be
WTy.H.
We're not going to suggest that people
stop drinking. But let's face it. Drinking too
_much, like eating tto much is bad for your
health. What's more, it can lead to an alcoholic
dependency. And that's bad for you, your family,
and everybody around.
Here are some tips for sensible drinking. Eat
something first to slow alcoholic absorption.
,
Dilute high-proof drinks,with water or frUit
4 44
juice to slow the rush to the brain. Sip your .
drink; don't gulp.
Remember, moderation in food and
drink will help you lead a longer,
,
healthier life. Staying healthy is the •
best kind of health care — and
the least expensive. You can
help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're
• concerned about risiha health care costs.
That's why we're working with consumers, dentists, physicans and hospitals to find ways to hold
costs down.
- Write its for information on enrolling in quality .
MIX eTosS and 46W-care prepa—y-tfiefit
__AAA&Shield andl;),g1ta Deptal of.Kentucky,
—
•-•1-t. riff Stattorr Read, Louisville, KY 40223
We want you to stay healthy.
Ai.,. •'Oette Dent* Mom Awroci•ibon
•Rog 1.42•It •laso Ctn., Aoso •*F4*{0 10••• Blue StVelel

•

v

SPECIALS for
"Mothers Day"

SUMMER
VACATION
SALE •

Group of Sandals
..Were
tOl4.
SLIP-EMS
Regutar

fik. 751 Cross-over
Styling - Nylon Tricot
Fiber-filled Lined
(A) 32- (B) 32-311(0)34-40—

Reg. 2.59

1.99

No. 881 "Practically
Everything", • fully
" seam-free-white

... Save Energy! 4 Qt.

Reg. 3.59

--PRESSURE
COOKER
Tenderize Naturally

2.99
3.59.

(A) 32-36 03132-38(C) 34-38
- No. 7280 (not shown) Perfect Sport Brief
White - SM-L-XL

Reguarly,4 50

13 99

Sheer, Leg-urious Support

•
with Rack & Recipe Book

PANTY HOSE
h—First Quality Ass't. Shades
Made.to Sell
for 3.99
Is

AZTEC

',Heavyweight, No-lron
Marine Washable
While & Colors si 799
Twin Size I

emu

Mother will appreciate

Fashion PURSES
Poly Vinyl

for Summer

Full Size

S1899

SANDWICH MAKER
Cool, most anything in

White -Reg. 6.99 $6.
•

•

,7•7111AWL-S'.

•

i‘n IiriffirctIlOrt17-1
$r
add to Her wardrobe!
now
if pert '14.
•

in 3 minines
Reg.
$11:99

ERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT. STORE
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140.53
77f6-Boillton,Charles
174.65
7721141aymi,Kenneth •,
7.21
7736-13meithg, Neil
.
••
7741-Box,Earl
18.32
7742-Box,Earl
8.711
7757-Boyd, Leonard
12.57
7758-Boyd, Leonard..
5.65
7776-Brade, Given
17.49
7872-Bratschi, A. G
10.04
I will on Monday. May 15. 1978 at 10:00 KM. at the Court
7916-Bridges, Robert
8.17
to
expose
Kentucky
County,
Callowaz
House door at Murray,
7941-Brittain, J:B.
5.65
_public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
7977-Brookover, Richard
8.17
the
appears
assessment
estate
real
-claims upon which a
7978-Brookover, Richard
194.09
amount includes the tax. penalty, Sheriffs-service fee and
7984-Brooks, Milton
8.78
the
upon
lien
a
become
sold
claims
The
coat).
-advertising
-Brown,
Dale
8003
5.65
are
and
_
property described upon the face of the tax bill
8059-Brown, Ventie
11.30
annum.
per
apt
per
12
subject to
8064-Brown, William
143.67
.
MAX MORRIS
8080-Bruce, David
5.65
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
8083-Bruce, J. M.
89,46
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
8085-Bruce, Logan
21.10
8093-Brunschwyler, John
39.68
Amount
Ism No., Name Taxpayer
8094-Brunschwyler, Marion
23.30
,
8109-Bryant, Charles
6.90
61.43
.
36-Adams.John B
----,--,-_-.....).......__.
8159-Bucy,Frank
17.61
16.29
100-Allen, Kenneth
_ 33.38
8196-Bulder, Loyd 117.86
300-Beale, Rue Mrs.
8.17
8225-Burke, Gerald
7.84
Georgia
314-Beaugard,
8246-Burkeen, Derma
17.61
104.56
355-Betts, Marie Brandon
8252-Burkeen, Eugene _
'N.. 13.48
-.-,,
391-B1akely,Cseorget
8254-Burkeen. Eugene47.77
116.25
671-Buider, Lloyd .
8293-Burkeen, Paul
t••• ••• -.784
943-Coats, Terra 8320-Burkhart, Harry
565
30.41
1020-Collins, Willie B
95.59
8328-Burnett, Joe,
.
33,22
8336-Burns, J. W.
7.52
1159-Crider, Rowland L
41.70
12.57
8357-Burwell, Nancy
1169-Crouse, Roger Dale
50 14
i
•
8476-Cam,C.E.Jr
11.30
1196-Cunningham, L.,'
...
.
w
52.96
15.09
1202-Cunning
8539-Camp,Barney
44.50
1205-Cunnuigkam,Theodore R.
6 90
8550-Campbell, Burton
266.06
1248-Daughtery, William D
627
8612-Carpenter,C.0.
817
117.86
8628-Carraway,Hugh
1399-Mavity,Pamela Clarit
7.52
8668-Carroll, James '
112.22
1433-Durrant, Marcia
162.09
30.41
8680-Carson,Bobby.
'
1513-Geauin William P. ..
117.86
8697-Carson,Joseph
6.27
1594-Falwell, R. H. Jr. .. .
6
27
8704-Carson,
William
11.78
451,Martha
1946-Gilbert, Vernon
13.21
8722-Carver,Kenton
2007-Grant, Virginia
12.57
123.61 '8754-Catet,,Walter
2076-Gutherie, Thomas Lee
5 95
21.93
Clarence
8816-Chamberlain,
Mrs
2104-Hale, Mary
627
9.51
8893-Cherry,Gerald
.
2158-Harding, Bert
90
267.38
9081-Clifford, Josephine
2428-Hopkins, J. L
...- 19.12
2451-Hornbuckle, James
690
9293-Co1son,
Jean
1
122.79
.
2452-Hornbuckle,James R.
30.21
9310-Colson, Lonnie
27.26
2453-Hornbuckle William Sr
.131.06
9333-Compton,George L.
.9.51
._
'_....
2510-Hubbard, Louise
150.41
9352-Conner,Jerry
- 30.42
2511-Hubbard, Louise
5 95
9357-Conner, Arlie
13.48
2518-Hudspeth,Earl
194.09
9364-Conway, Nancy
19.12
2519-Hudspeth, Katherine
8 17
9366-Conyer, Donald
6 90
72.72
9367-Conyer, Donald
2714-Johnson, Fred R.
80.64
65,79
9384-Cook,
Eddy
..
J...?
21115-King,
.. . ........:.
6.95
39.44
9421-Coon, Charles
-0.----,2185-Lash,Guy E. 8,41
9453-Cooper,James..
Theodore.Paisl---1
6 58
6474-Cooper, Phillip
74
ON-Martin,Chester
,
4200
3641-Martin,Chester
...:..
.51.57_____11560-Courtney,Mary
24.43
6.90
11583-Cox, John
3469-McCuiston,Porter
24.77
6.95
6825-Crass, James
3507-McGeehee. Desiree
,
6 90
*27-Crass, Larry
.— •.• - • • 209.57
3700-Mitchell. Marilyn Reed
162.94
6691-Crider, Ted
72.36
3735-Moore, Aubrey
2732-Crouch, R. D.
27.57
• 114.67
*75-Murray Marble & Garni4.Works ,
148.91
9616-Ctunbee, Hurley
6.58
,
'.
4065-Overby, Dickie M.
_
'
9819-Cundiff,Kenneth
-11.30
71.58
4431-Ramsey, Richard A.
9833-A-Cunningham, David
.
6.55
89.10
4433-Randall, Richard T
11.30
9834-Cunningham, Dennis
4129-Lowry, M
160.20
8 78
9873-Cunningham, Robert
439.28
4970-Shirley Edgar
, 6 90
9911-Currin, James
33.22
5059-Skinner.Aberline
9924-Cutler,Steve
5 95
.,
140.43
51110,
Smith Bonnie
s
841
9929-Daily, Thomas
7 36
817
5187-Sparks, Maggie Martin
9930-Daily, Thomas
.•
- 134.79
5210-Stalls, Buel .
9997-Darnell, James
217.93
50.41
5211-Stalls, Buel E.
•
10042-Daugherty, William
45.99
177..55
5212-Stall& Buel E
10043-Daundra, Barbara ,
6.90
50.14
5213-Stalls, Buel E
77.95
10055-Davidson,George
174.26
5214-Stalls, Buel E
752
101180-Davis, C. A.
168.06
5345-Summerville, Myra Di
.6.27
...
„.. .
UM-Davis,George
12.57
153.14
10075-Davis, J. L.
5448-Theta Delta Home Assoc.
8 62
10088-Davis,
•
Ray
22.51
5631-Turner, Henry
L2.57
10090-Davis, Robert
.122.98
5633-Turner, Keosin*T.
196.86
.6.90
10174-Denni.ston, Louis
5769-Walker, Jelinetta
22
William
.72,72
..-....
10231-Dick,
5802-Walls,James
6 90
1024l-Dieterien, Carl
. 50.14
5805-Walls, Wilburn
6 27
11.78
10243-Dietz, Jack
5925-Wells, Dina
211.55
Dan
10274-Dixon,
7.26
6182-Wofford, Louise
18.38
10321-Dollman Frederick
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
10359-Doran, Don
33.20
Bill No., Name Taxpayer
Amount
10373-Dorris, Luther,
5.95
6310-Abell, Jim
5.95
10381-Doster, John
10.69
6314-Abernathy, Andrew
77.08
6391-Adams,James
7.52
10413-Dowdy & Hanka Motors...
11.95
6434-Adcock,F D
7.52
10448-Downing,Jimmy
- 112.15
6444-Adsit, Glenn
627
10451-Downs Ed
752
6462-Akey, Elizabeth
8 17
10499-Duke, Marvin
690
6474-Aleshire, William ,
12.59
10500-Duke, Marvin
180
6484-Alexander,Gene S.
187.50
10503-Duke, W. E.
„8.17
6490-Alexander, James
,
10506-Dulaney, W. T.
5.p5
18.26
6497-Alexander, T. G.
198.4.2
10509-Dunavan, Prentis
9.73
6498-Alexander, T G
194.09
10512-Duncan. Alfred E.
71.65
1
6513-Allbritten, George
6.27
10526-Duncan, Carolyn
15.09
6541-Allen, David
•
•
• 8.86
10588-Dunlap, William
..8.17
6551-Allen, Thomas
6.56
10640-Dunnaway, Leonard
925
6558-Allen, William
16.99
10739-Edwards, Helen
8.17
6596-Ai...ins, James R:_15.09
10800-Eldridge, Carl
6.90
14.47
6608-AndersonEarl
10818-Eli, Raynond
7.52
103.89
6632-Anderson, Jospeh
10832-Elkins, Darrell
13.75
6 90
6675-Applegate, Carl.
10897-Elliott, William
15.68
9.43
6676-Aqrusa, Pasquale
10918-Ellis, Kenneth
30.21
.
.
6677-Arant, Felix
6.7$
10960-Engle, Ralph
6 27
_6678-A rant, Glenna
111.32
10991-Ernst, Thomas
20.13
6706-Armstrong, Thomas
1.17
10995-Ervin, Ronald
5.95
6725-Arnett, Richard
17.27
11054-Eubanks, Marion
11.30
11096-Everhart, Virgil
6 58
6875-Bakenkus, John
•11104-Evitts, Clyde
45.70
6892-Baker. James
76
,11105-Fannard, Len
8 17
6964-Barclay, Gus
111.52
11172-Farmes & Hornels,Inc.
100,81
6966-Bard, William
83.38
11174-Farrar, Lawrence
114.97 '
6985-Barnes, Carol
23.91
•
.11228-Faulks,
James ...._
13.62
7038-Barnett. Shirley
6 58
t .
11272-Ferguson, H. W
55.80
7046-Barnett, William R.
.7.52
11311-Finley, Orne
8 11
7096-Barto, Oscar
5 95
11312-Finley, Patrick
7112-BatesNyron,Sr.
17.73
565
11331-Fish R. E.
7124-Baylor, Billy
$58
7 52
11333-Fisher,Stephen
, 7204-Bean, Dennis
9 43
565
7207-Bean, Robert
•
8.78
11375-Floyd, Robert
7.50
44.67
7208-Bean, William B.
11389-Folwell, Ivan
51.02
11.30
7226-Beane, Rubena
11391-Folwell, William
33.38
112.65
7238-Beatte, Archie .
11467-Fowler, James .
i
8 30
•
6 27
7243-Beck,Clifford
'11493-Fraley, Allen
1060
6.90
I
7281-Bell & C1verby
11522-Freeman, William
7,84
6 90
7284-Bell, Carl
11574-Fuqua, Neva
34.65
6 90
7327-Bennett, Carl
11679-Futrell, Robert
84 33
8.78
73414tennett, Oscar
11703-Gaddie,Gordon,
war. :sax: •'-825
/34641Entley, David
11707-Gagel, Clifford
75
09
65
9
.315.37
.7141-Rentosi,.lack 4,-•-•••••.-s•••-•-•-•.1,•
.
•.•
-Garland,
B.
C.
11778
6.27
....
..
23 12
David
-73517Beran,
41.11,4140.:e.
A. ....
. 11.74
.
11792-Garland, Dickle
74.33
.
5.05
.
7494-Rbeefreilot, rugerie
11815-Garland,John S
68.03
11 30
7524-Blalczak, Xicttft.• •
11816-Garland,John S.
36:52
13 16
7594-Bochenek, Valerian
11817-Garland, John S.
129.80
t..,
11830-Garland, Paul N
5.39
7663-Bonds, Leon )175.18
'
'
, •••
-- 1
11831-Garland,P ul
180.09
33.38
7682-Booker, Jerry
.,
11843-Garner, Archie
10.63
125.45
7693-Border, David

- LEGAL NOTICE
SHERIFF'S SALE

I

•••••••

ET

..-S-0•-•••••-i-110-•

•••••.

6.27 •
878
.8.78
102.71
11.20
8azy

11904-Gelsinger, Donald
12037-Godwin, Joe
12045-G0heen, Emily
12086-Goodwin, Russell
12129-Graham,Paul
.12149-G ra viett,,B. E

10.04
6.27
6 10
13.82
- 750

12286-G risson, James
12352-Gros Leslie
12374-Guess, Michael
12412-Hadley, Byron
12514-Hall, Norman
12519-Hall, Paul
12530-Hall, Wiley
12535-Ham,Donnie ..
1264-Hampton,John
12565-Hampton,Erni1y
12580-Haney, Charles
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EARTUN
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
igasalloas and solve problems -fut. It .
yea have a question or a problem ad
answered in these columns, In*
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio .45381. Yea will
receive a prompt replay, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have read in your
column and °trier places about the
possibility of a national health insurance plan being initiated by the
Carter administration. I have not seen
anything written about this lately. Can
yoif tell me what is happening? -N. R.
President Carter has decided' to
submit a national health insurance plan
- than wait
until 1979.
The administration - is considering
four types of national health •insurance
costing a minimum of $15.5 billion in
additional federal spending, the Health,
Education, and Welfare Department
said recently.
And the White _House and
"have
leaders
congressional
agreement on the general principles for
national health insurance," Sen.
Edward Kennedy (D.-Mass.) said after ,
• a meeting with President Carter.
President Carter will announce his
health insurance policy this spring, said.
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano.
Administration health planners have
sent to the White House a memo laying
out four possible national health insurance plans, and implicitly supporting one that would cover the entire
population under a mix of public and
private insurance with federal control
over financing.
This plan would require everyone to
purchase a federal insurance plan
unless employment groups chose to be
exempted by purchasing private insurance - approved by the federal
government. Federal revenues would
finance coverage of the poor, the
elderly and the disabled..
Employers would be required to pay
at least 75 per cent of the premiums of
their employes, although the proposal
raises the possibility of federal tax
credits "to mimirnize potentially adverse effects on employment and inflation."
The other three proposals include:
- A "target plan" to provide
coverage for the poor and protection
against "'catastrophic" medical expenses — those above 25 per cent of
annual income. This proposal would
cost the least in new money,about $15.5
billion, but would also give the least
coverage.
- A consumer choice plan, using tax
credits and vouchers for the poor to
stimulate competition among health
providers. Additional cost: $21 billion.
- A public corporation supplanting
private insurance companies that
would be used only to administer
benefits, but not to underwrite risks.
Additional cost: 125.5 billion.
HEARTLINE: I have seen you
mention CHAMPVA in your column.
Can you give some information about
this program as to who is eligible and
for what? - W. B.
-The CHAMPVA program is similar to
the health care program called
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CHAMPUS Which is offered by the
Defense Department to eligible active
duty servicemen, retirees and their
families.
Spouses and children of veterans who
are totally and permanently disabled
from service-connected causes are
elibible for CHAMPVA. Also eligible
are surviving mpuses and children of
veterans who died as a result of a
service-connected disability or who
were totally and permanently disabled
from service-connected causes at the
time of death.
However, dependents and survivors
who are eligible for CHAMPUS
programor for Medicare are not
eligible for CHAMPVA.
The CHAMPVA program says 75Per
1fcent ot the reasonablP hospital and
professional charges for authortz
impatient care.
For outpatient care, the beneficiary'
is responsible for the first $50 of the
reasonable costs of charges for covered
services obtained each year. If,
however, outpatient services are
provided to more than one beneficiary
member of a family during,the same
fiscal year, the total outpatient
deductible will not exceed $100 for the
family. After the deductible is met,
-CHAMPVA will pay 75 per cent of the
covered expenses which are in excess
of the fiscal year deductible.
Dependents and survivors of
veterans may apply for CHAMPVA
benefits at any VA hospital or outpatient clinic. And further information
may be °brained at the nearest VA
regional office or from representatives
of national veterans organizations.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 8, the 128th
day of 1978. There are 237 days left in
the year.
Today's highlat in history:
On this date in 1541, Spanish explorer
Hernado de Soto discovered the
Mississ• ippi River at a point near the
present city of Memphis, Tenn.
On this date:
In 1846,the first battle of the Mexican
War was fought at Palo Altp, Texas.
In 1884, the 33rd American president,
Harry Truman, was born on a farm
near Lamar,.Mo. _
In 1942,lisiliVarld War II Battle of the
Coral Sea ended in a. victory for the
Allied nations.
In 1945, President Harry Truman
announced in a broadcast that World
War II was over in Europe.
In 1958, antT;American demonstrators were abusive to Vice •
President and Mrs. Richard Nixon
during a visit to Lima, Peru.
In 1970, /0 people were injured as
construction workers broke up a
student anti-war demonstration in New
York's Wall Street district.
Ten years ago: Pope Paul VI announced he would go to the South
American country of Colombia for a
Roman Catholic Eucharistic Congress.
Five years ago: Militant Indians who
had held the South Dakota hamlet of
Wounded Knee for 70 days surrendered
and turned their weapons over to
federal officials.
Ons year ago: Heiress Patricia
Heard was handed a nonjail sentence
by a Las Angeles judge, who set five
years of probation for her part in a 1914
robbery and shooting incident.
Today's birthday: Writer Theodore
Sorenson is 50.
Thought for today: No man ever did a
designed injury to another without
doing a greater to himself - Henry
Home, Scottish jurist, 1696-1782.

Bible Thought _
". . . who knoweth whether thou
art come to the kMgdom for such a
time as this?" Esther 4:14
Whether in the life( Queen Esther
Of in your life, it is important to real
ize God's purpose and timing.
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Army Pvt. Kenny J. Oliver, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Oliver, has completed advanced infa,ntry training at
Fort McClellan, Ala.
Deaths reported include W. Herbert
Perry,age NJ,and Leslie McGotrgh, age
62.
Elected as cheerleaders for 1968-69 at
Calloway County High School are Gail
Furches, Barbara Rose, Pam Cooper,
Elizabeth Nance, Shirley Hays, and
Donna Williams.
Ann Kay Sanders and Sammy
Housden have been selected as "Best
Groomed" in the annual spring contest
held by.,the Association of ,Childhood
Education at Murray Statetniversity.
Calloway beat North- Marshall and
Murray High beat Ursity School to
advance to the finals of the Fourth
District Baseball Tournament. Randy
was-Calloway- pitetter
Taylor was Murray High pitcher.
Mr. fld Mrs. Walter H. Cox celeb
their 50th wedding anniversary
81) April 23.

SOW-YOU'RE NOT POOR ENOUGH
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Proving BudgetSuccess
WASHINGTON(AP)-Since budget
reform was one of President Carteg's
keynote campaign promises, it is no'f
surprising, that the White House has
declared the debut year of zero-base
budgeting to be a success.
But don't look for numbers to prove
it. There aren't any; although the administration says the benefits Will be
more visible in the future. •
So far, according to the Office of
Management and Budget, the zero-base
system has produced subtle but
nonetheless real improvements in the
management of the federal government.
In essence, the report says that
Carter's $500 billion federal budget
would have been higher if he had not
ordered government officials to start

Low Down
h.,I

rump

from scratch in justifying spending
requests,instead of building their cases
on prior appropriations.
It does not say how much higher.
"Although it would be desirable to point
to a single figure that represents the
total ZBB savings, it is not possible to
do so," the administration appraisal
says.
For one thing, it says, new policies
and new people,' as well as the new
system, accounted for budget decisions
that saved money. For another, the
administration reports that some
spending proposals never got to budget
drafts:nen because the new system
caught them at tower levels of the
bureaucracy.
The report also claims improvements
management and efficiency that
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

'In God We Trust' ,
Motto Threatened
REP.C. W. BILL YOUNG (FLA.)"... back for more than 10 years. In 1864, 2
Certain parties in our Nation are at- cent bronze pieces were minted with
tempting to have the National motto 'In this motto on them for the first time.
God We Trust,' declared un- Our National Anthem, 'the Starconstituational and removed from Skngled Banner,' contains the phrase,
American coins and currency. In "And this be our motto-'in God is our
behalf of the many citizens in the Sixth trust,' "in one of Its stanzas.
District of Florida and of our Nation
"The Congress and the overwhelming
who are appaled at these efforts, I majority of patriotic and religious
express my strong opposition to Mrs. Americans fell that this motto is of
Madalyn Murray O'Hair's activities.. great spiritual and psychological value
"It is ironic that she should try to to our country. America needs a clearly
push her anit-God views on the vast designated national motto of inmajority of Americans who feel that a spirational quality and there could not
belief in a Supreme Being is vitally be a better one that one that proclaims
important to our Nation's strength our trust in God. No nation can be
especially since our country was ac- strong except in the strength of God, or
tually founded of people seeking safe except in His defense. I urge my
freedom to worship .God and on _the colleagues to support these measures.
principle of a strong belief in God.
Resolution follows,"
"Our freedom has continued because
Resolution
Americans were willing to stand up to
Resolved That it is the Sense of the
protect this right. Of course, Mrs.
O'Hair does have the legal right to House that the national motto, "In God
dissent, but I also have the right to We Trust,- shall be reaffirmed and
object to her dissent and I do. shall continue to be engraved and
Therefore, I am introducing measures printed on our coins and currency.
today which state that it is the sense of +++++
the
, .House that the national motto of the CRUMP'S GRASS
United States will be continued on our ROOTS COMMENT
coins and currency and that the phrase,
While Congress is occupied with
'Under God' shall remain in the Pledge
Energy problems; Tax cuts and inof Allegiance to the Flag.
"The Congress officially established flation, insidious forces continue to chip
'In God We Trust' as our national motto away at traditions American take for
in 1956, but the history of its use goes granted.
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ASSISTANCE

10 Yeal;s Ago

1
••••-,-•

20 Years Ago

(Coidiaoed From P.1.4)
20616-Stockton. Michael
•
7 20
•
20020-Skrabola, Joe
20644-Stone, Charles R.& June
6.4k
20022-Slate, Paschall
20664-Stone,
Joe Pat
12.57‘
20023-Slate, Paschall
20706-Strum,
Robert W
4441h
152.14
20032-Sloan,Kim Allen
20816-Sutherland, Ctfarles E
•
817
20033-Sloan, Kim Allen
20824-Sweet,Shawn M..
20056-Smith,
-'.
10.04
20825-Sweetwater Lake Inc
I42.82
• 20057-Smith, Albert
20837-Swtndall, William H.
12.57
20058-Smith. Alfred F
20909-Tancrede,
Donald T
35.91
...„,...
20139-Smith, J. W.
,
20980-Taylor, Joe B.
50.68
20142-Smith, James Edd
21013-Taylor,Steven M
-• •
5.95
20149-Smith, Joe C.
21070-Thomas,Kenneth W
25.81
20176-Smith, Martha J.
•
21090-Thomas, Raymond
6.90
20195-Smith, Nancy B.
21100Thema
son
,
Mark
7 52
,
20206-Smith, Paul Sgt.
21120-Thompson,George W
92.04
20246-Smith, Walter H.& Bonnie
21121-Thompson,George W.
6.58
20291-Snow, Gladys
21139-Thompaon,Kay
6.58
20312-Souder Eergene J.
21168-Thorn, Bobby 1,
16.32
20313-Souder Eugene J.
21218-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.
••.,.-. •.....
9.43
20351-Sparks, Donald . .i,
21219-Thornburg,
Robert E. Jr.
7.52
20398-Stacey J. C
21236a1KintherrY,EIWYSI..p,rwoh-rhhih-rvhr
59•34
204694Itaffy;CharlesI)- — - -------------- - 21371-Todd,Kenneth E.
.
,- „.4.g.......!..8.90'
20496-Sialider, Thomas J._...,
i,,„„E„.40,1,
1
21*3-Todd,Myles & filly
-A.,
-31.80
20512-SteeleMenneth
• ......
21452-1'eentblay, Richard & Sharon 66.53
20532-Steen, Bernard
9'43
21478-Ti-ouch, Robert
20547-Stephenson, Donald
753 - 21487-Trotich, Robert
..... ..
20560-Stevens, Edward
21528-Tucker, Herbert
8 17
20581-Stewart Raymond
21534-Tucker, James R Sr
827
205114tewart, Reginald
21561-Tucker,James & Herbert ,
20.77 201191-SteWart, Roy
((

Looking Back

......
N

565
784
121.62
9 43
7 52
90
8 17
8 17
13.82
6 27
68.03
175.18
690
83.80
11.30
8 17
765
75.51
878
803
6.17
• 32.29
42.82
17120
263.42
17.61
91.63
7 52
14.47

can't be put into dollar terms, although
it also acknowledges some bureaucratic difficulties in coping with
the change, and an increase in
paperwork on the budget.
The zero base system is built around
program assessments called decision
packages, which then are assigned
priorities in spending proposals. There
were about 25,000 of them in the
preparation of Carter's budget, and
about 10,000 of them worked their way
up to the Office of Management and
Budget, last stop in the process.
The suspicion persists that some
bureaucrats filled out the new forms
guided by the old rules, and simply
recommended a little more money than
they got the year before.
Others played a familiar game: since
they had to recommend cuts, they
proposed changes they knew would not
be made. Or, as tie Office of
Management and Budget put .it ict 11111Mucratic jargon: "the minimum
levels were arbitrarily developed below
realistic levels."
For all that, the White House says the
new system is good and is going to get
better next year.
Carter said long ago that he wouldn't
claim the new budgeting system would
create instant miracles in the federal
government.
It hasn't, and the White Houge report
seems to strain a bit to cite benefits in
the first year of zero-base budgeting.
For example, the National Transportation Safety Board decided to
worry less about trespasser accidents
and more about general rail safety. The
Environmental Protection Agency
decided to transfer 12 percent of the
people in its pesticide program to other
duties. The Labor DepartMent eliminated 32 low-priority positions.

611;LAFF111111
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Maurice Crass, Jr., received the "E"
award for his active part in extending
the Jaycee chapter established at
Fulton at the Murray Jaycee banquet
held May 6 at the Kentucky Colonel,
Murray.
A bicycle safety road-e-ä will be held
May 17 at the Murray Cityark
sponsored by the Calloway County
Safety Council in cooperation with the
Boy Scouts.
Deaths reported include Jack
Humphreys, age 87, and Monroe
Compton, age 84.
- New officers of the Murray Hick- School Student Council are Jerry Rose,
president; Frank Rickman, vice-,
president,• Mary Erwin, secretary; ,
Betty Hart, treasurer.
"A Hatful of Rain" Staring Don
Murray and Eva marie Saint is showing
at the Murray Drive-In Theatre.

30 Years Ago
Dorys Edwards and Clarice Nor,
sworthy tied for the honor of valedictorian of the 1948 graduating class of
Kirksey High School. Prof. Rex Syndergaard 'will be the commencement
speaker on May'll and the Rev. E. A.
Phillips will be the baccalaureate
speaker on May 9.
Doman reported include Milton Diltz
Holkin, age n.
Zeb A. Stewart, native of Calloway
County, now of Owensboro, has been
named as fourth assistant attorney
general by Kentucky Attorney General
A. E. Funk.
The Murray State College A Cappella
Choir, directed by Joseph Golz, will
peese:nt a music vesper service at the
First Methodist Church on May 9.
Mrs. J. G. Weihing directed the
program at the meeting of the Woman's
Association of the First Presbyterian
Church held May 4 at the church parlor.
ABOUT THISPAGE
. Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger di
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parraltel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be-a di- service to our readers.
Therefore, we ncourage readers
who do not agree with an -editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
indiviaual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed op this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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22545-Wilkinson, Charlie B.
878
21566-Tumilowics, Mike
12.57
22572-Williams,Charles
'
7.52
•
21744-Van Atwerp,J.Spencer
•
42.98
22575-Williams,Charles,B
23.91
21760-Vance, Jan R.
203.56
10.04*
22603-Williams, Gerald K.
21777-Vanderhoff, Thomas•8
17
27.01
James
Tripp
22635-Williams,
21882-Wagster, Michael K •8
78
6.27
22648-Williams,L H. ... . ..........',-, ._. .-. ....
11.95
21946-Walker, James W
•
6.58
22660-Williams, Mary L
8 17
21952-Walker, John R. .,
55.41
22664-Williams,0.C.
9.66
22003-Wallace, Minnie
156.27
22677-Williams, Ray E.
627
618
22027-Walls, Eanie
22705-Williamson J. C. Jr. :- .-...
• - .; 24.29
22053-Walters, Joel W.
6.27
22712-Willie, Robert
72.71
22058-Ward, Alan
6.27
227696-Wilson, J. B
105.85
22124-Warren, Willard
6.90
22822-Wilson, Kenneth
22131-Washer, Jeanette
22.08
22863-Alexander,Steve
185 17
' .
22202-Watson, William & Ben
9.36
8.17
22869-Wilson, Victory
22205-Watts, William
7.52
22877-Wilson, William C. .VArl
,
7.52
22224-Weever, Lindsay A
8.17
11.18
22886•Winarski, John W.
...
A
22887-Winarski, Tammy Y.
5.95
22227-Webb, Austin B.
12.57
6 90
22941-Wisctuneir, Ralph E
44,
6 27
22252-Wellings, Benjamin F. .,.•
22954-Wiseman,BuiTene
6.90
'. .
.,,
22256-Wells, Billy
159.30
—..-..72.75
22283-Wells, Michael Edwatcl.....22968-Wolf,Carla Jr...- „...T.,,....-: :-.-•••••••....-,-,-,-,-,, - 8.78 •
22317-West, James
23°°9-W wc.Ciene' ••••
.,k,A4,.siiiiatttaaii,Jeg-''s
137'84-22370-Wheeler, Oyasul J. .
. ..." . .... 7
8.5
11
2
23013-WOods, Wayne F.
.,,,,
•
13.64 •
'6.90 ' -'1383'l•Wooten Clifford D. -; •-'-• :-•.:*-440"
22371-Wheeler, Oynairl J.A 4-••-1.11- .w
.- •
&.27
22420-White, Jimmy
23034-Workman, Buddy
• 49.77
23105-Wyatt. Glen 8
10 69
22423-White, John T.
58.59
..
•
2.1166-Yopp, John'i,
6.27
22436-White, Robert L
8,17
2.3229-Youngblood, Ronald
22454-Whitman, Don E.11.95
6.90
22504-Wiles,Shirley S.
23250-Zboncak,-Irene E
- •
6.90
6.27
..
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Trainer Says Affirmed Has Good Chance At Crown
several non-Derby starters in -couldn't get a hold of the possible. "I wouldn't rule It
the second leg of the Triple track,"_ Barrera said,"If he out," he said. "I'm just-the
Crown, which is a 1 3-16 mile don't handle the track, he einployee."
Previously unbeaten Sentest. In the Derby the 3-year- don't finish second. His only
olds ran 11'4 miles for the first trouble was he couldn't get a sitive Prince, who wound up
hold of Affirmed."
sixth, also may go to
Lime.
Affirmed, carrying 126 Baltimore, mainly because
"This horse can do anything
," said Barrera."At the end of pounds like the rest of the owner Joseph Taub would like
the race he could hate kept on field, was timed. in 2:01 1-5 to. Trainer Allen Jerkens said
running and Alydar would not over a fast track, the. fifth the matter was uncertain.
Esops Foibles, winner of the
have caught turn. I know what fastest Derby clocking, and
this horse can do. I hope he paid $5.60, $2.80 and $2.60. Arkansas and Lousiana
Alydar returned $2.60 and derbies, ran fifth in the
will be like Secretariat."
Kentucky Derby and will
The Cuban-born traine6 felt $2.40 and Believe It $2.110.
Cauthen, a native of Walton, bypass the Preakness for the
vindicated because Calumet
Farm's Alydar had been made Ky., who has bees riding Illinois Derby. The others in
the 6-5 favorite and Affirmed almost two years, added the Derby field , will skip
wily the second choice in a another laurel by moving Pimlico.
Newcomers joining -the
leld of 11. In six meetings last Affirmed from third into the
Triple Crown set for the
.ear Affirmed beat Alydar lead in the upper stretch.
"I just let him settle, and he Preakness are expcected to be
tour times.
Until Saturday they had not. settled good on the backside," Noon Time Spender, Forever
Star
a,
met this year with each said Cauthen, who led the
atm Iron
viduries
ry
Rew
posting -4:0---retOrds in taking
different routes to the 104th in purse earnings with a Legend.'
•inialeaseitialt Jimmy Lamb and Jerry
1541-133 Derby. Barrera kept Affirmed record in excess of $6 roi._llion.
Noon Time Spender, owned
'Caldwell won the first annual =
c
1
es
'
isran
khreil
7047-1.17
7041-1311 on the West Coast where the "At the half-mile, pole he by Miami Lakes Ranch,. is
-tsve-man. • scramble
golf 11199011919=
7147--1311 Exclusive Native colt won the started gradually easing up winless in four starts this year
tournament held at the Oaks gionpammytoe
7141-1311
Santa Anita and Hollywood toward the front. He got to but finished second to Alydar
01-71-141
Country Club . here Saturday =to
70-71-141 derbies in impressive fashion. Sensitive Prince at the three. in the flamingo. He finished
and Sunday, 'Lamb and Is boweenee%
7341-141
7240-141 Meantime, Alydar counted the eighths pole. Then, when fifth in the Florida Derby and
Caldwell carded an 11-under - == y
73-70-142 Florida Derby, Flamingo and Believe It came to me, we a slfghtfever the day after put
par 133 in the two-day, 36 hole Gwaigifflaq
71-71-142
71-71-143 Blue Grass,stakes among his moved together to the head of him out of the Kentucky
event.
72.71-143
the lane.
Derby.
victories.
71-73-144
Easewillime
Second place in the Seagag-Jones
"When he opened up a
William S. Farish III, who
The long-awaited duel
72-74-1411
72-71-150 between the two rivals came couple of lengths , he started had 1972 Preakness winner
-championship flight went to HIS-Peck
he Bee Bee Bee, owns Forever
Boy and Don Cothran with a 7-' Walker-Lovett MISTsum
74-73-147 off as expected in America's pricking his ears like
73-75-141 most famous horse race with always does. That's when I hit Casting,
Noel-Roas
under-par 137.
who won two
_75-74-141
arnairC4aoce
The first flight was won by
his allowances this year and
7544-140 Alydar making a belated him, just to keep him on
Sallair4laasowe
73-76-149 stretch run as Affirmed won
the team of John Walerk and
taleAlpio
business. He has a habit of seven of 16 starts last year.
77-73-130
John Lovett of Benton with a =
lengths. HIckory Tree waiting for the competition. Carlylje J. Lancaster's Star
every
7S-73-152 by 1
75-79--134 Stable's Believe It finished
147 while Jerry Ford and
That's why he didn't win the De Naskra won two of three
77-77-154
P011014teason
Charlie Hargrove won the iCia-Tralta
„,77-71-154 third, another llys lengths Hollywood Derby by much — starts this year and is
Clabilla-Parks.1 7743-160
second flight with a 155.
he wanted more competition," scheduled to run in the
back.
• . swessruser ' t
••
Cauthen added,"He opened Withers at Aqueduct next
1144-155
John Veitch, Alydar's
Forilirskive
When asked about the 80/11041erry
1141-157
a couple of lengths at the Saturday. Aisquith Stable's
up
(Jorge)
said,
"
trainer,110-77-157
tournament • this monring, Wailw-Crouse
of Abe.stretch. ."I.,was Track- -Reward; trained by
head_
the
Alydar
Velasquez
told
me
- 01011111‘14yett
tourney chairman NickiRyiiii aeO1110,11e1
14-77-161
looking for Alydar but didn't Barrera's eldest son, Albert,
handle
this
track.
We
couldn't
10411-161
said,"Rain as usual."
1141-163 Just got beat. We were farther 1` see him.was third in the - Wood
•
1041-164
First prize was worth Memorial and won two of six
Teains in the tournament
anticipated.
We
than
back
1540-1(17
and their scores were as
were just too back back to $186,9% from a gross-ptirse of starts this year.
1741-171 make up the deficit."
.follows:
• - Iron Legend-, owned' by
- 7
$239,400.
Meantime, Barrera was Victor Coladonato, scored an
Of the remark that Alysjarconfident of victory in the upset victory Saturday in the
-Preakness but said he couldn't Woodlawn Stakes at Pimlico.
HOUR
evaluate the race because
CRY
several new horses would be
=:..-M.
igi I
joining the field. Affirmed and
r I
Alydar are definite starters in
lila
CealraiShoPP.
Open7a.m totip_m
..
the Preakness.
Week
Woody Stephens, trainer of
Phone —
Believe it, said his colt would
PLAIN
The Murray High Tennis probably go. The Wood
Team defeated Christian Memorial winner had stuck
County 6-3 in a match played his head in front of Affirmed to
take the lead with a quarterFriday.
Winning for Murray in mile to , go but quickly
LAUNDERED AND
R
serrendered it.
singles
cempetition were:
PRESSED TO
MEWS 15, LAMES
Lou Rondinello, trainer of
Ashley Smock, 8-6 over Will
PERFECTION
Darby
"Hancock; Mickey Cochran,8:2 --rfourth-place finisher
W.
James
said
Road,
ON HANGERS
Creek
over Bob Wright, Brock
r1411 F,0 0E0
Overby, 8-2 goer Al Cravens,. Phillips' colt is a Preakness
and Paul Austin, 8-1 over Tim
Nestrnan. Andy Harrell lost 5$ to Mark Quarles and Mark
dlagOnel
Austin lost 4-8 to Darren
GOOD TUE S
GOOD
Duiguid.
WED THUR
ALL
In doubles competition.
MAY 9.10.11
WEEK
Smock and Cochran defeated
Tailback Mike Nance who
Hancock and Quarles 8-0 and rushed n for 1500 yards for
Mark Austin and Russell Central Catholic High School.
Edwards defeated •Duiguid Lima, Ohio, the fullback Ton}
SUMMER STORAGE
and Rob Fears 8-1. Overbey Lester, who rushed for 1000
We will expertly clean mothproof
and Paul Austin lost to yards for the same school.
insure and place your Clothes in sum
Newman and Wright 8-9.
have sighed national lettersmer storage. All you pay is our low
The next match for the of-intent with Murray State
dry cleaning price when you pick up
Murray High netters is at University.
your garments this fall.
home against Marshall
Garments must be picked up by
Nance, a 5-11, 180-pounder,
November 15 1978
County Tuesday.
was named player of the year
in Lima last fall and to the
Northwest District all-star
team. He is the son of Mrs
Ruthie B. Nance, 1184 South
Union, Lima.
Lester, all-eity-thodast twi
seasons, is six feet and weighs
185 pounds. He also qualified
for the state wrestling
championships. He is the son
of Mr and Mrs. Thomas
American Colonial Styling
Lester, 1022 West Farout St.
Model W1J9424PS
Lester and Nance led
Central Cothohe • to a 4-1
record last fall.
before a crowd of 131,0K.third
By DICK JOYCE
largest
in history at Churchill
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -- downi.
Now it wasSunday morning
The chances of Kentucky
Derby winner Affirmed and the rain fell outside while
capturing the Triple Crown Barrera stood in the shredrow
are quite good, according to of barn 41. He said the Harbor
trainer Laz Barrera, who View Farm colt would be
added with a big laugh: "I'm shipped ,to New York's
the only one that can daft."
Belmont Park today and
That became evident late remain there for a week
Saturday afternoon when before going to Baltimore for
Affirmed, ridden by 18-year- ,the May 21 Preakness Stakes
old wonder Steve Cauthen, at Pimlico.
charged through the stretch to Affirmed will face archrival
win the first leg of the crown Alydar and Believe It and

Christian
West Kentu
`girls tracl
Saturday wit
151. Murray
fourth in the
4012 point..
Other , teal
were Fort i
Hopkinsville
30, Mayfield
Memorial 16.
Scoring in
events- was a

IN
"'

Shot put-Winne
Christian County
second Dons Mc t
ty, 31 feer 56A
McKinnon, Hoak

monks rftviargivesirajob *rap urierrofertilet_tiree era er the
she e*supessina aid meet on hinny/ State

luujurp Tet

University campus last weekend.

Pira
Hit I

By ALEX'
AP Spor
They used
company, •t1
booming bat
Pirates' idea
be waitin
somebody tt
wall.
ThatIs cha
Tanner took
last year. Th
bases in 191
any other in,
and shortsto
led the majoi
And they'r
again this
swiped eigh
attempts agi
Sunday, nu
Tommy JO
, pinning the
season on thi
4.
Elsewhere
League, the
split a dot
Cincinnati,
then losing
Francisco G
Chicago C
Philadelphia
New York 11
Louis Cardin

=r,

Morray_fligh
Netters Win
Over Christian

I PIECE
DRESSES

Other's Day Special

SHIMS

2 PIECE
SUITS

Two Gridders
Sign With MSU

09

rt.

CROSSING FINISH LINE— BrendaAdams lunges toward the tape to finish second ma 720 yard
dash with -a time of 26.53 in a deal meet at Murray State University last weekend.
• •
A... l•ww.t twist
County High won the meet.

uas
25' CONSOLE COLOR TV

OV
Goe

MURFRE
(AP) — Cap
in six of
Tennessee
second stra
Conference
championshi
The Blue I
firsts in the
jump, triple
dash, 400-m
one-mile rel
points to ri
Kentucky's
championshi
The othe
Austin Peay•
77, East Tel
Eastern
Morehead SI
nessee Tech:
Austin_Pei
set a record
with a 16-fo

Country Contemporary Styling
Model WU9423PK

FREE

4kts

Your
NOW $59995

KetItlidly State ParkS
Super*Naturesi-Vacation Sites

njoy an unforgettable
vacation surrounded by
friendly, hospitable people
in one of Kentucky's fifteen
state resort parks. You don't
have to be a guest at the
lodge or cabins to savor the
delicious food served in the
dining room.

Weekend
Transactions

FOR
RESERVATIONS
DIAL

By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
GREEN BAY PACKERS Traded Steve Knutson, guard,
to the San Francisco 49ers for
futueeconsideratons. - - —'
SAN FRANCISCO EgERS —
Acquired Kurt Schumacher,
guard, from the New Orleans
Saints for future considerations. Signed George
Beadell,center.

TOLL FREE
In Kentucky dial
1-800-372-2961
In sUrrounding
states dial
1-800-626-2911

111

f a one-day outing is
more your style, visit a
r
recreation park or a shrine
for a ,picnic or family
_ .gathering. ptate:parks make
your Kentucky • - vacation more enjoyable.

BASEBALL
Americas League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES
'Recalled John Flinn, pitcher,
from Rochester of, ,the
International League.
Optioned Tim Stoddard,
pttOtter, to ttoefiester. '
NiSlosial Lelia=
ATLANTA •RitAVES
Signed lliff Pocorobe, ret•
cher, toa seven-year contrail

,

•

COLLEGE
LOUISIANA STATE—Fired
Jim Smith. baseball Coach.

These Great
You GetFeatures:

Limited Quantities

Quasar

Miser'1M
State "Service
Module
with Super

• 100% Solid
Chassis

P.

lining

TM
Insta-Matic" Color
•"Super
Light Selsor
with Electronic
adjust
tats you
Touch Control preterence.
Personal
•
personal
picture to your
energy (typical)
118 watts ot
only
Uses
•
conserve on energy
to help you
NOmbers
Illuminated Channel
•
Control
Control •Tone
•Sharpness

Z4t

i.
•tt.
t
WsvevL'

Yes, that's
In fact, you p
beautiful Bull
all the time
use what
l'on
Rec
a- ali
0, hudd you
as lash
asiity

Meditetranban Styling
Model WU9428PP

uasar makes television special again
"Guaranteed Lowest Prices"
•

PAUL'WINSLOYPS

+ow
'—C—M10

Year ample' Quasar Dealer
Olympic Plaza, N. 12th, Murray

Ky.
•

_,._;' 4.
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Bullets Predicted To Finish
Off Philadelphia Wednesday

Christian Cokinty Wins WKC
Girls Track Meet Saturday
Met at; second-AMta
Christian County won the
Tat Ceempiell, 15'
did
West Kentucky Conference '
Jau=4, =her UMW 15' 10"
440 niedieldimplie-51./10
"girls track meet here Cheedien,
asaC'ort Cantrell.
Saturday with a total score of 52.4 ape=
_ High- alai
, Star Jones,
151. Murray High finished wager.
Brenda ha,52.46seconds.
fourth in the competition with
80-yard-hurdleLisa Merritt, Hopkinvale, 154 seconds, Charlotte Williams,
4012 points.
Christian County, 5.99 seconds;
Other teams and scores Charlene WaLston, Christian County,9.44
were Fort Campbell 1154, seconds •
100 yard dash Cilia Dillard, Christian
Hopkinsville 90, Fulton City
rili.:r wade Shirley Berm
30, Mayfield 22 and Ballard
,11.63amends:Cheryl 1441,
Fart Caliphs-14, 11.1111amesim alms
Memorial 16.
lorw4,- *fray, 12M semaill; !dna
Scoring in the individual ..71ftskiipiaxmationwilis.
iffinsivaDepliwGinwe.efiristum
events was as follows:
fait inches; Penny

By The Associated Press
Nuggets on Sunday
wound up with 15 points in the
Sonics
the
Elvin Hayes, sometimes
Brown took charge in the quarter
as
playing Ile a man possessed,
fourth quarter, which began gradually moved ahead of a
underdog
the
predicts
with Seattle holding a slim 83- Denver team plagued by fouls
Washingtos,Bullets will finish
81 lead. He scored on a 3-point for the second time in this
off the Philadelphia ?tiers on. Play to Open the period, and sertes.
Wednesday night.
"I know we're going to win

Christian County 149.93; Fort Campbell
WM; lierney =L54.14 Washer,
Ansa,eempbea,
em yard Api.Jahlee Higgs, Hoping).
kink IWO; Mirka Kmmay,
=
n
ithseer,
=i
c
a

110 yard hurille-Ilea Merritt, Honkingv ilIe . 15.1: charlotte Williams,
Christian, 15.68; Charlene Walston,
Christian, 16.13.
no Medley
Camay
MAN; Fort
hone 203.2; Murray 171131=
bell, Jones Adams
800 yard rusi-Movtta Kerney, Min
City,228.32; Karla Dean,Fort Campbell,
230.47; Jackie Russel, Fort Campbell,
Z11.42.
ne yard dash-MALI Berry,%pal.
sville, 26.19; Brenda Adams, Murray,
Griffith, Christian, 26.* Cheryl tea Fort Campbell,26.73.
N feet 11 inches; Cathy Morris-, ..High Jump-Charlene Waist on,
Mayfield,92feet 1042 inches.
Christian County, 5 ft.; Pat Williams,
Mile run Tanuny Hood, Fort CampMayfield, 4 ft. 8 Inches; Jaekie Oliver,
bell, 531 76; Karla Dean, Fort Campbell. Fort Campbell,4 ft.6 inches.
533 S4; Hamm Gee, Christian, 5411:
Mile Relay -Christian County 415.19.
L nn Realty,M urray, tenth. 726.
Fort Campbell 417,04, Murray High
MS yard
1.1.-piqw-sons—i44
-XIL--43075.,..11.Nati, Ruaisei, Nahum.
:

the next game," Hayes said
after his 35 points and 19
rebounds paced a 121-105
victory Sunday and gave the
Bullets a 3-1 lead in— the
Basketball
National
best-of-seven
Association's

=v

Shot put-winner Daphne s.areelit
Christian County- 34 feet 11 'y
second Doris Mc Combs,Christian COW:1W 31 feer Vit inches, third Janice
McKinnon, -ileptiessuille-33
dies
Term‘a Turner Christi=

Eastern Conference
"When we won up there, I
knew we had 'em," Hayes said
of Washington's victory in the

series opener at Philadelphia-.
"I thought we had control of
-the _ series _after___the tirst
game," said Washington
Coach Dick Motta. "We play
better together then they do."

Pirates Off And Running;LA
Hit For Eight Steals Sunday
By ALEXSACHARE
AP Sports Writer
They used to.be the lumber

San Diego Padres 8-4. Houston
at Atlanta was rained out.
Expos 19-2, Reds 5-4
Montreal tied a club record
by scoring 19 runs _against
Cincinnati in the opener, the
most runs by any team in any
game this season. It was
Cincinnati's worst defeat in 10
years.
Montreal pounded four
Cincinnati pitcherk for 20 hits

d. ChristineSy hooka S.Grim

York Knicks 4-0 in the
semifinals, insisted -they
weren't finished.
"We are not planning any
vacation," said Coach Billy

Giants 2, Cubs 1

Vida Blue won his fourth
game in a row for the Giants
after losing his season opener.
He pitched no-hit ball for 52-3
innings and-allowed four hits
before being lifted in the ninth
as Manager Joe Altobelli
played left-righty percentages
for the final two outs.
Right-hander Randy Moffitt
relieved and retired rightin the opener, includingliome handed Dave Kingman for the,
runs by Andre Dawson, Ellis second out, then Gary Lavelle,
----a left-hander, came in and got
Valentine and Tony Perez.
An error bye third baseman lefty Bobby Murcer.to end the

-the guys with the
booming bats. The Pittsburgh
Pirates' idea of offense used to
be waiting around for
somebody to hit one over the
wall.
•
That's changed since Chuck
Tanner took over as manager
last year. The Pirates stole 260
bases in 1977, 73 more than
any other major league team,
and shortstop Frank Taveras
led the majors with 70.
,
And they're off and running Larry Parrish on a double
again this season. They steal ,attempt• in the sixth
swiped eight bases in eight inning gave Cincinnati two
attempts against Los Angeles runs and dealt Ross Grimsley
Sundny runnitni—leftoihander
hip 'tint Jass. after five vic_
Tommy John ragged and tories.
_
pinning the first loss of the
Cincinnati's Pete Rose, who
season on the Dodgers'ace,
6- _rached
the
3,000-hit
•
4.
milestone on Friday, sat out
Elsewhere in the National the second game because of a
League, the Montral Expos stomach disorder, ending a
split a doubleheader with club-record streak of 678
Cincinriati, winning 19-5 and consecutive games, the
then losing 4-2, • the San longest of any active major
Francisco Giants edged the leaguer.
Chicago Cubs 2-1,, the' "It's the worst I've felt in 16
Philadelphia Phillies beat the years," said Rose.
took
New York Mets 8-5 and St. every pill ,I could to get betLoins Cardinals defeated the ter."
company,

a 220 yard

The 76ers, who won the
Eastern Division title handily
and then demolished the New

OVC Track Crown
Goes Middle Tenn.
higher than* the
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. nait-toot
(AP ) — Capturing top honors record he and Mark Richards
in six of 18 events, Middle of Morehead State established
Tennessee State claimed its last year.second straight Ohio Valley - Murray State's David
Warren was timed in a record
1:48.9 in the 800-meter run,
three-tenths ofa second better

Conference track laid field
championship.
The Blue Raiders, who took
firsts in the long jump, high

than the previous mark set by
jump, triple jump, 400-meter David Jaggers of Western
Kentucky in 1974 and tied by
dash, 400-meter hurdles and
one-mile relay, collected 119 Bernard Lykes of Austin Peay
points to runnerup Western last year.
Kentucky's
Western
for
Kentucky's
101
the
Richard Hopkins tied the OVC
championship Saturday. record in the 200-meter dash
The 'other teams were
with a time of 20.7 seconds.
Austin Peay-82, Murray State
77, East Tennessee State 61, The record was established by
Eastern
Kentucky
55, Jim Freeman of Murray State
Morehead State 46 and Ten- in 1966 and has been tied
twice.
nessee Tech 14.
Middle Tennessee finished
Austin Peay's Glen Colivas
set a recor-din--the pole--vault second in the long jump and
with a 16-foot-6-inch vault, a the shot put.

TAKING THE BATON—Star Jones of Murray High School's

girls' track squad, second from left, grasps the baton on a leg of
a relay run last weekend during

single

_

Greg Luzinski belted two
runs and drove in four
runs and Bob Boone arid'
Richie Hebner hit one homer
each as the Phillies won their
third in a row and ninth in the
last 11 starts, surviving a 16hit New York attack.
Cardinals 8, Padres 4
Garry Templeton's two-run
single capped -a four-run fifth
inning that carried the Cardinals past San Diego as Bob
Forsch raised his record to 5-2
by scattering eight hits.

Ey BEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

home

-Even when Reggie Jackson
isn't hitting game-winning
home runs, he has a hand in
them.The New York slugger, who
has a dramatic flair for
breaking open games with the
long ball, struck out Sunday,
but that didn't,stop him from
helping the Yankees win a
game.
On his way back to the
dugout, he gave some crucial
advice about Texas reliever
Len Barker to the gest batter,
Chambliss. What did he
Chris
Press
Associated
By The
say?
Semifinals
"He said Barker wasn't
Best of Seven
throwing very hard and his
Sunday's Games
ball was straight," Chambliss
121,
Washington
-Philadelphia 105, Washington later reported.
Chambliss straightened
,1
leads series 3
Seattle 121, Denver 111, Barker's fastball out even
more — all the way out to the
series tied 1-1
bleacher wall in right-center
' Wednesday's Games
Washington at Philadelphia field, and the result was a 3-2.
12-inning victory for the
Denver at Seattle
Yankees over the Rangers.
Games
Friday's
In other American League
Philadelphia at Washington,
games,
the Kansas City
if necessary
Royals beat the Milwaukee
Denver at Seattle
Brewers 8-6; the Boston Red
Sunday, May 14
Washington at Philadelphia, Sox stopped the Chicago White
Sox 5-0; the Minnesota-Twins
if necessary
Seattle at Denver, if whipped the Baltimore Orioles
15-9; the Detroit Tigers beat
necessary
the Oakland A's 4-0; the
Wednesday. May 17
Denver at Seattle, if California Angels routed the
Cleveland Indians 16-3 and the
necessary
attle Mariners trimmed the
19
May
Friday,
Seattle at Denver, if Toronto Blue Jays 9-7.
Royalsi, Brewers 6
necessary Fred Patek lashed three
hits, scored twice and doubled
-- in the go-ahead run in Kansas
three-run sixth_ inning.
,.
_
_ . _
_City's

said, forgetting that the only
thing the 76ers will derive
from just two more victories
will be the early. Vacation
Cunningham wants to avoid.
The Western Conference
playoff series between Seattle
and Denver, tied 1-1 -after •
Seattle's win on Sunday,
Oakland.
"I wanted to show the moves to Seattle Wednesday
manager I was not just a five- and Friday.
seven-year
or six-inning pitcher," said the Fred Brown, a
pro from Iowa, came off the
has
who
Wilcox,
28-year-old
points in just
had a Wiecitered., eight-year bench to score 26
of playing time and
minutes
25
"I
majors.
career in the
couldn't spend my whole spark the SuperSonics to the
career as a long relief man•" 121-111 triumph over the

the

Royals

over

Milwaukee. Joe Zdeb, Al
Cowens and Frank White
- knocked in two runs apiece for
the Royals, who -snapped a
five-game losing streak.

Yes, that's a Butler building.
In fact, you probay ser
boautiful Butler buildings
all the time and don) know it.
Because whin many people
-don't realize is that-we can
build you a Butler building
.that is as tasteful or dramatic •
as any building,

.1.000.41.••••••••

With flat, slopedor curved
rooflines. Wood, glais,' brick
or almost any exterior. One to
five stories high. You give us
your guidelines and we:II build
you a building that fits your
needs and your budget. ..
You'll get the attractive
. building you want, plus all the

INC ESAQ4TRACTORS•

• Tigers 4, A's 0

Calvert City, Kentucky 42019 "

Phone:(502) 395-4198
<auTLIEF.

•

Milt Wilcox pitched a ft%
hitter and Jason Thomps ii
and Alan Trammell blasted
home runs to le Detroit 05,r

Lube And
Oil Change
Filter extra
if desired

iucls
light trucks
• Please
poipnftomrent
phone

Ar

dleloomm

Engine Tune-Up

Most LTS
made carsparts and
addition•I
services extra
If needed

earcr-trr-ivtermintr
•Meade ovexcee s
limited
lecturers standards 'fa Lifetime
if muffler tails
replacement
es
warranty Fr
_
due to faulty
workmanship,
metensis rust,
wear. or blowout
.
for as long •
as you own
I...L:1T filr

puterzed
i
_

88 53088 4038
less for electronic
Price includes parts andlabOr $4conditioning
Ignition No extra charge for air
S, _, _......,
iMEHOVES.GA1M1,6 0
-ENSURES QUICK STARA 5
•Electronic engine.
.#
cfwging, and sterling
syllrerW analysis• Ilistail
new point., plugs, and
condenser • Set dwell
and us', engine to
specifications 0 Adfust
carburetor for fuel
economy • Includes VW
Dotson, Toyota, and
light truCks.

pir wheel

tt.
Vøu
oatn1 ynococend.
E ane.dldr ba
,cy71 r

_

Goodyear
Lifetime
H.D.Shocks

•xpEE replecementfor
fora as Vast Own yrici...,
car, if Goodyear he duty shocks ever fad.
OS.
No charge for labor if
installed originally by
S3 extra for installation Goodyear
IMPROVES HANDLING AND
RIDE - REDUCES SWAY
• Protects steering and frontand components• Helps
increase tire mileage

E-T
RADIAL
SPOKE
WHEELS

%Lime Wheel (
Balancing
0

E-T II
MAG
WHEELS

The hottest new design in custom
sport wheels tomplete sport
wheel mounting service available.

,Highly polished deep-dish slotted
wheels. Complete sport wheel
mounting service available.

$33811 $41" I$4888
13i55

14s1.75
Chrome Lugs tilts

1517

GOODAEAR

.... •. —

seeref;er fly-fee- thrtwf!
*"+"177-- -ernft
RBI and Wynegar socked four
—-.
Imes and siermer
.
"
VIM

-vhiveinthrorP11111Wal"

Bel-Air Shopping Center

r°ttiquiet
.sperformance

JustScry'Charge It'

-xr
-I-gaiiira
.

STOCKADE

INCLUDES UP TO 5 OTS
MOOR BRAND 10/30 OIL
and oil
• Complete - chassis lubrication
change • Helps protect parts - ensures

Minnesota cracked 18 hits to
defeat Baltimore. the any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer, Credit Plan- • Master Charge
Cubbage collected tw) •
itanSAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Gish
singles, a double and triple f
and knocked in four runs. ,-.
r Revolving Charge Account
.
Goodyea.
*bile Carew had two singles

SIIILOIN

88

4.

1-

"We won 23 matches during
the season, finished third in
the tournament and had many
high finishers," MSU tennis
coach Bennie Purcell said.
— We had a rewarding ,
season."
Purcell ported out that two
of the Racer netters, Leeper
and Leonard won 25 matches.

a
OrkEil
00

OR

Goodyear
Muffler
nstalled

number' four singles; Leeper
finished third in number five
-singles; and Tom Lee finished
third in number six singles.

19
With fries or baked potato
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.
A complete meal,priced
like a snack!

4-Wheel Drum: Install new
linings.all 4 wheels • Reface brake drums • Repack
front wheel bearings and
install new grease seals
• Check hydraulic system
• Add fluid:
Includes most U.S cars. VW Datsun, Toyota and light trucks

88

number one singles; Sorgaard
finished 6th in number two
singles; Leonard finished 3rd
in number three singles;
Berthiaurne finished fifth in

_.• _

YOUR CHOICE

$

Chris Leonard.
For Murray State, Ragnar
Felix finished seventh in

including our Orden-fresh sated

add,tional parts and
services erre if
needed

_2-Wheel Front Disc: Install
new front disc pads • Resurface and true rotors •
Repack front wheel bearings
and install new grease seals
• Inspect calipers and hydraulic system • Add fluid.

Murray _State's learns _ of
Roger Berthiaume and Jan
Saegaard and Jeff Leeper and

Special
-Steak Meal

Need New Stopping Power?
Get A Brake Overhaul...

88

ivinners were-the Bucs' Tienie
Prinsloo and Williams and

Tuesday Special:

store doing the original
balancing
5288
I$
. Twins 15, Orioles 9
"
47
3688 1 $
•For the life of the tread
$
15171
14,6.75
130.5
erslanclw,:o •s long as life'
Mike Cubbage, Rod Cares balanced,
Chrome Lugs Extra
mrd
ono wheel
arid Butch Wynegar knocked
in 10 runs among them as Ask us about our nationwide Limited Warranty on Auto Service

important time and money
savings of sylstems construction.
So. if you're Planning a new
building, call us. The cottibina
ticsn of our construction 1
know-how and the design
- flexibility of Butler Building .
• Systems can be a beautiftil
solutiOn to your needs.

the

taking

by

Ron
Arnold,
Pierre
Williams and Mark . Bolling
claimed individual titles for
the Buccaneers, who have
entered the Southern Conference.
Middle Tennessee, with 46
points, took second, a half
dozen points behind East
Tennessee. The other finishers
were Murray State with 38,
Morehead State with 30,
Austin Peay and Tennesseic
Tech with 25 each, Eastern
Kentucky with 23 and Western
Kentucky with 22.
Middle Tennessee's Peter
Heffernan and Danny Wallace
and Tony Wright of Morehead
State also won singles crowns.
The three doubles team

professional work • We do only •
the work-you authorize • We return
worn-out parts • We honor ouc,warranty
nationwide

Yankees to the World

"That's a Butler building?"

Conference

• We do

Red Sox 5, White Sox 0
Mike Torrez fashioned his
first complete-game victory' • COM
with Boston and Jim Rice and
Carl Yastrzemski belted twoI
•
run homers, leading the Red
Sox over Chicago. Torrez, wla
signed for $2.5 million as 1.
free agent after pitching thi
title last fall, allowed six hit:
and struck out four without
issuing a walk. He boosted hirecord to 4-1.

Term.

league crown.

UR PROMISE

NBA Playoffs

rallying

ominous for the 76ers and was
about as logical as the team's
play to date.
"It all boils down to a 2-outof-3 series, and they've got to

MURFREESBOFtO,

AP, — East Tennessee State
netters closed out their tennis
competition in the Ohio Valley

beat us one more genie," he

a- itiblits'-Horner
Lifts Yans To.Win

game.
Willie McCovery drove in
both Giants runs on an infield
out in the Mel inning and a
the fifth.
Phili Mets 5

dual meet at Murray State

University. Oiristian County High won the meet.

Cunningham, sounding the
keynote. "We are not going to
fold up."
But an observation by
Philadelphia's George
McGinnis sounded a bit

MSU Takes Third
PPace In OVC Tennis

..--.ow,-••

SEIVICE STORES"POMO

I.N. Cartiorlitt

721S. 12th St.
Murry,Ky.
- 753-595

:
ls""-"..5"""*iaso•

Av.T. Nokia
315W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

.600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

I.,

100 S. Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
472-1000

£G(9 THE

ccirn, the silage
Small grain silage can help fill be followed by
enough to
early
cut
be
should
-the gap in summertime feed
corn
shortages - for beef cattle get maximum yields at
specialist.
the
says
silage,"
producers, according to an
Extension,, agronomist in the "In Kentucky, corn- planted
later than May 15 will lose
UK College of Agriculture.
yields at the rate of 1 per cent
many
on
facilities
"Stoilige
day."
•-each
.farms are :used only six or
says optirnum time for,
He
for
year
each
eight months
kat for silage is
haryesting,w
-corn silage,"says Morris
after heading.
shortly
small
a
Bitzer. "Harvesting
In recent research at the
grain crop for silage can
of Kentucky, wheat
University
for
feed
extra
of
-provide a lot
for -silage on
harvested
was
cattle r, during the summer
about 10 days after
10.
May
space
silo
months., when
heading.. Barley was harusually is available to store
vested for silage on May 21,
it."
before soft dough stage.
just
lititzer says small grain
yielded approximately
Both
used:
be
silage might
per acre of silage
tons
nine
—For a growing or finishing
35 per cent dry
containing
silage.
corn
to
ration similar
matter.
Added energy, however, will
"Since the protein level of a
be needed in the small grain
grain crop drops as it
small
silage ratidn.'
crude protein was
matures,
feed
extra
—To provide
for the wheat and
cent
per
9.25
during hot, dry summer
for the barley. so
cent
per
7.81
and
months when quantity
produced more
wheat
the
quality of -pasture are low.
acre," the
per
protein
your
to
—As a supplement
Points out
He
says.
specialist
pasture program for inof total
percentage
that
creasing total carrying
also was
nutrients
digestible
Capacity of cattle per acer.
earlier harthe
on
h1ghee
The agronomist says small
silage.
geain silage can increase vested
farmens that
cautions
He
500-carrying capacity to three
d from
-pbtaine
tonnage
added
pound steers per acre,
grain at the
small
harvesting
whereas the limit usually is
soft dough Stage. rather than
around II-2-2 without tt.
near -the heading
—To make, more efficient earlier
not offset the
will
stage,,
use of your machinery and
value of this
feed
reduced
storage facilities by using
arvested small grain
later-h
them for a year-round Winitf
silage and the tower yield of
•
of stored feed.
corn.
—Double-cropped with corn late-planted
about two
averages
"Wheat
silage to *mine total feed
silage at 35
more
acre
per
tons
-production per &erg each
per cent dry matter than
year.
at the same stage of
Bitzer says the most im- barley
the agronomist
maturity,"
portant decision in taking
"Since, barley
continues.
small grain for silage is
earlier than wheat,
matures
of
stage
determining proper
barley can be harvested at a
maturity at which to harvest.
more mature stage and still be
Factors that affect „proper
enough for a good corn
early
harvest stage are cropping
crop."
grain
System; kind of small
Bitzer notes that rye is the
.nsed: yield and quality ofof the small grains for
poorest
harvesting
-silage desired; add
out that, if it is
pointing
silage,
equipment available.
for this purpose, it
harvested
to
is
crop
"If the small grain
should be cut and wilted when
in the boot, or pre-head. stage.
He says oats are not well
adapted for silage in the upper
south-east due to their late
maturity
- The agronomist advises that
small gram cut for silage
before early dough stage
should be wilted with dry
matter level is down to 35 per
cent before ensiling. If
equipment is not available for
early harvesting, the crop
should be allowed to reach
early dough stage for direct
chopping. Research indicates
<Ar
and ai wait cam swaraner
Ism woody KA
Noah
a higher loss of quality between harvesting and feeding
• d S%Wow
RONNIE ROSS
time if small grain is allowed
to get too dry before ensiling.
753-04,ta
210E. Main

Magnesium Problem More Than
Tetany. For Nursing Beef Cows
Magnesium defielellettli
long have been know to cause
• grass tetany, often a fatal
disease In beef cows nursing
calves,-,but now another imrtant reason has been
discovered for feeding the
:essential mineral as a regular
health-maintenance
herd
practice.
"Cows seed a magnesium
o supplement to get good conception rates during he
breeding season," reveals
Duane Miksch, Extension
veterinarian in the UK College
of Agriculture. He recommends a shift in emphasis on
feeding magnesium, based on
the latest information which
includes results of research
done by the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
BEST SOIL TESTERS — This soil judging team from Calloway County took first place
Station.
of
Day
at
Murray
Field
Farmers
America
State
the
Future
in
in
28
April
that competition
In fact, the veterinarian
University. Shown receiving their trophy from,Ronny Pryor, a member of the Murray
that tetany is only the
says
are,
jimleft,
Terry Paschall,
from the
State Agriculture Club which sponsors the event,
the iceberg" regarding'
of
-tip
my Hale, Ricky Cunningham and Shane Lassiter.
the problem of low blood
levels of magnesium and their
impact on the profit-loss
statement of a beef cow-calf
operation.
"You are asking for
trouble," warns Miksch, "If
your aren't feeding
magnesium supplement
because your.herd hasn't had
soils,"
drained
well
than
acre
most
_limiting factors in
-With corn planting time
a grass tetany problem in the
upon Kentucky farmers, an he says. "When planting on achieving top yields.
.
Past"
well-drained,
not
are
that
soils
ReCent UK research has
agronomist reminds growers
Such a herd, he explains,
that certain practices-can-be---.farmers should consider shown- that slightly higher
has been considered a low-risk
used to help boost yields to delaying at least two-thirds of plant populations for no-till
for tetany but it is a
situation
total nitrogen application until corn yielded more with less
their maximum.
herd for costly
high-risk
He
knee-high."
is
corn
the
lodging, compared with
Mon-is Bitzer, Extension
caused by
failures
breeding
grain .crops specialist in the says that by delaying nitrogen conventionally planted corn.
magnesium deficiencies. This
less
pounds
35
application,
Bitzer recommends these
UK College of Agriculture,
means that all herds should be
urges farmers to consider the total N per acre can be used planting rates for highest net
getting the mineral suptop
yields.
for
return, regardless of row
following recommendations
Farmers- can obtain more width: conventional tillage, plement.
for obtaining top production.
Grass tetany may or may
—Crop rotation is one specific information on use of 18-22,000 kernels per acre; nobe showing up in a herd
not
fertilizers in publication AGR- till,P20-26,000 kernels peracre;
proven practice, he notes.
this spring, the time it is most
Fertilizer
and
corn for silage, 20-28,000
"Research indicates that a I, "Lime
likely to occur. Unless cows
kernels per acre.
yearly rotation of corn and Recommendations,"Aare getting a magnesium
Extension
comp?
at
soybeans produces higher vailable
"Don't expect top yields if supplement, however,, the
corn yields than planting corn offices.
your final stand is less than veterinarian says they are
—Use hignyielding hybrids 16,000 plants -per acre," he
continuously, Bitter says.
likely to develop a deficiency
"Plant most of your acreage
'And any land that has had a
advises. On the other hand, that will hit your herd with
that
hybrids
full-season
with
good sod cover will produce
higher-than-recommended costly reprodpctive problems
higher corn yields the first are proven top yielders." planting rates often result in in May and June — or
Bitzer advises. "Production
year it is planted to corn.-'.'
barren stalks, more stalk rot, whenever you want to get
The agronomist recom- costs are the same whether increased lodging,lower grain cows rebred.
mends a rotation of corn-small you use a low--or high-yielding quality and lower yields':"
Research at the West
for hybrid."
clover
grains-red
Bitzer also recommends Kentucky Substation near
specialist
The
early.
—Plant
renovating old pasture or hay
that corn growers keep a close Princeton, where Miksch is
fields, particularly with use of says a good guide for earliest eye on planting depth; that located,shows how serious the
no-till corn on steeper planting is when soil tem- they check for adequate
magnesium - deficiency
perature is above 50 deg. F
hillsides.
coverage of seed at planting; problem is in Kentucky—even
out
points
He
warming.
and
N
—Use
nitrogen
and that they use proper in herds that escapte trouble
properly. Bitzer reminds that that soil does not warm as herbicides and insecticides from grass tetany. Researtop corn yields cannot be rapidly for no-tillage planting according to directions on
harvested without use of as in tilled soil.
product labels.
"In tests, earlier -planted
nitrogen, and that N ferThe latest information on
tilization should be based on corn has outyielded late herbicides and insecticides for
soil drainage, tillage system planted corn with fewer insect Kentucky is contained in
and disease problems," Bitzer
and previous crop.
AGR-6,
publications
•'Moderately and poorly.
' says."Corn planting should be "Chemical Control of Weeds
drained soils need 50 to 100 finished before May 10 to May in Farm Crops, 1978," and
pounds more nitrogen per 20 from Western to Eastern ENT-16, "Insecticide
Kentucky.
Recommendations for Conplant
—Adequate
ventional and No-Tillage Field
populations are essential.
Corn." Both are available at
Bitzer says • a poor or
county Extension offices.
inadequate stand is one of the

chers deliberately fed cows a
ration deficient in magnesium
in an effort to produce grass
teriany.
Miksch reports that there
were only a few cases of
tetany but a lot more open
cows at the end of the brvding
season. Cows fed magnesium
during the trail had a
higher
significantly
preganancy rate.
Out of the magnesiumdeficient group of 36 cows, 3
died from etany and I from
unknown `causes. Only or 68
percent of the 32 surviving
cows were pregnant following
the breeding season. Out of 75
cows fed a magnesium supplement, none developed
tetany and 64 or 85 percent
were pregnant.
In an earlier experiment, 5
to 18 cows fed a low
magnesium diet developed
tetany and 3 died. Less
dramatic, but just as important, 7 of the 15 cows that
survived failed to become
pregnant when rebred.
Miksch recommends
feeding magnesium sup-

n

plement to cows on pasture
whenever the soil temperature is below 60 degrees.
That's when magnesium
deficiencies are most apt to
show up, especially during
spring when early pasture
-The cost is small," Miksch
points out, "compared with
the risk of taking a loss from
tetany or from failure of cows
to become pregnant."
The situation was right this
sprfricr. for more magnesium deficiency problems than
normal, according to research
in Alabama. It shows that the
amount of oxygen in the soil
of
affects the uptake
magnesium by plants. When
there is a lack of oxygen in the
soil, as was the case in waterlogged fields this spring,
, to
forage plants are del)
contain less magnesium.
If possible, eat before you
go food-shopping. If yoe go
to the store hungry, you may
buy things you don't need
and spend more money than
you planned, say UK Extension food specialists.
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HIGH-YIELDING NEWCOMER
Even though PX 65 is a relatively.new Northrup King hybrid.
this early single cross is well on its way to beaming an
important hybrid for this area Its a high-yielder on a wide
wariety of soil arib.rnoisture conditions It has strong stalks.
a deep root system, and develops high
test weights at harvest
Make sure you plant plenty of PX 65
while
Come in or call today
supplies are still available

.Mo
Call for

Wi
Old

753-

Your KABA
standard at

DEVELOPED FOR YOU BY
YOUR NUTRENA NEIGHBOR

Veterinary Prescription
Feeds
_
,I. Herd Mineral Vitamin Supplement
2. Farm-O-Mineral. A salt-free
100% mineral.

ARMINGTON FEED
FIRM SUPPLY, INC.
L-- —IAIMIUTOI,IT.
PRONE 3464221

He suggests watering late in
All the melted snow and rain the day after the sun -goes
this spring have soaked the down so that- the moisture
soil but haven't eliminated the won't be lost through
need to water tobacco plant evaporation.
beds.
Care must be taken when
With any wind at all during watering tobacco beds to
only a few days of sunny issued infecting plants with
weather, a tobacco bed under. diseases such as black shank,
canvas will dry out on the which is a problem throughout
surface and form a crust, says
the state, according to Smiley.
Joe Smiley, Extension tobacco
the danger is in getting some
specialist in the UK College of ,
,,nntaminated • water from
Agriculture. TharStlie crutial streams or ponds gtream
time that beds require water water generally is cleaner
to help the seedlings emerge tha n pond water.
or to keep alivethe plants that
The best way to get clean •
already are up.
stream is to
_eater from
"Tobacco plants sprout
"To
--1
'
dlace the pipe inn 'few hours
from very small seeds," ahead of time -and -let the mud
explains Smiley,"and the tiny settle out before pumping,"
endlings start with very tiggests Smiley."Clear water
=oil, shallow root systems AkelY won't be- contaminated
that can't reach far, enough orith black shank or other
down to get moisture. in the cheeses."
soil when the top dries out.
The Extension specialist
. The specialist recommends emphasizes that If tobacco
.the att.rf,a,,
....riL7t4P.—blida are Infected. you wUl
ce
tobacco beds untilplants come spread the disease evenly over
up and deWaloP raga that aitIL.,
-/gorlopki when pan transplant
deap.41,11* se4.....ship--*sow • Oar .
- Builoarnaheut
-•
After that stage, hold off the tilanendous reduction in yield.
water.
Fertilizer is best applied at
A 9-foot bed will take about 4 seeding time, but if you're like
barrels or 200 gallons of water most farmers and top-dress
to keep the top quarter Inch of tobacco beds, Smiley advises
soil wet, according to Smiley to water it in

And what you get is your choice of the finest in grain drying
• systems.
We can show you Kan-Sue,Continuous Flow Grain Dryers, with capacities from 4,300 to 10,440 bushels per day.
Or the Batch, a smallewhigh speed dryer with capacity of
•
2,160 bushels per day.
Then there is the long-time favorite Stor-N-Dry! system
71iich, gives you reliable in-bin grain drying: Choose from the.
.
•
- com lett line of bin sizes and drying accessories.
tun
economical
anyou
ifiltiow
et
Diyjng System by Butler.
H

•-•tr. -

f__.
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A
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A
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Weevils May Threaten
Early Alfalfa Crops

Set-Aside Participants Can Get
Added Payments In Program

'han

NS- I

Calloway -County farmers voluntarily diverting ad- and planted acreage
isto participate in the 1978 ditional acreage, David E. yutationa.
feed grain set-aside program Riley, Jr., of the Agricultural- - -Riley said farmers will
can receive payments for Stabilization
Con-- Ceteive One-half the payment
and
ASCS) office, when they sign up. "The 1978
servation
reported. The regular ten acreage of NCA crops,
percent feed grain set-aside required set-aside, voluntary
provision.s remain unchanged: diversion, and any- • w heat
razin and hay acreage for
acreage must equal 10 percent payment cannot excee
of the 1978 acreage of each farm's normal crop acreage,"
crop .of corn, grain sorghum Mr. Riley said.
and barley planted for har- " For more information on
Calloway County farmers
vest," Riley said. Also the 1978 voluntary diversion of any or
wishing to participate in the
of each crop may not all of the feed grain Crops,
acreage
( cotton,. feed grain and-or the1977 acreage of contact the local ASCS office
exceed
wheat prograni.0 will have an' that
at Murray, Kentucky, phone
crop.
additional two weeks to sign.
. The Payment for corn will number 753-1781.
up, David Riley, Jr.: an ofThe ASCS Office will .be
8.20 per bushel times the
be
ficial of the Agricultural
extra hours for the
open
Con- farm yield established for farmers' convenience. On
and
Stabilization
corn
actual
times
the
corn,
servation ( ASC) Committee,
acreage planted for harvest. Thursday, May 11, and
announced.
The diversion payment for Monday, May 15. the office
Riley said that Secretary of
and grain sorghum will be open until 9:00 p.m.
Agriculture, Bob Bergland barley
and on Saturday, May 13 the
was extending the signup will be 8.12 per bushel, ap- office will be open from ,7:30
period for the programs from plying the same farm yield a.m.
p.m.
2:00
until
May 1 to May 15 because of
changes announced March 29
in the programs. On that date'
Bergland
Secretary
authorized addik-enal
diversion of cropland under
the Cotton and Feed Grain
Programs with payment on

on pasture
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Deadline Noted On

permitted" wheat program - Calloway County Farmers
participants to graze out their have Until May 22, 1978 to sign
wheat or harvest hay on a applications for Federal
'Percentage of their planted "ALL RISK" Crop Insurance
on this year's tobacco ,crops.
acreage.
In order to be eligible for FCIC producers who subpayment on the additional set- mitted cancellations on their
aside farmer must limit the tobacco contracts prior to
amount of corn for harvest to January 31, 1978 also have
the amount he grew in 1977. ._ _until May 22, 1978 to apply for •
reinstitement for the 1978
crop year without losing their
"good experience discounts".
Growers
Soybean
Treflan •
The Federal Crop Insurance
Lasso
Corporation. an agency of the
Dyanap
United States Department of
Lorox
Agriculture, was established
Inoculation
in • 1938 for the purpose of
Moley Mix
improving the economic
Moly Soy-A-Live
stability of agriculture
Call for Grain Prices
through a sound system .,of
crop insurance. It allows
producers to insure the "investment portion" of • their
ANY
against
Warehousing
crop
unavoidable cause of loss. A
Old Concord Road
is
policy-holder
FCIC
Murray, Ky.
guaranteed a total dollar
753-8220 or 753-8225
return from his insured

ing hybrid,
rig an
a wide
ag stalks

lac

IMMO.
MNO

Your KABA man has top performance bulls
standard and most exotic breeds Cali him

in all

acreage. The insurance attaches the day. a crop is
planted and continues until the
crop is weighed-in at the
tobicco warehobse. If the erop
fails to bring the"Guarantee"
due to damage tricot
unaviodable cause, FCIC
would 'Make up the difference
with an. indemnity payment.
For the 1977 crop year, over
42 million dollars of crop
production expenses were
protected in Kentucky,
Tennesseee, and southeast
Virginia -on 21,541 tobacco
crops. This protection was
against All Natural' Risk.
Indemnity payments are
expected to near 1.5 million
dollars with the major cause
of loss being the summer
drought. Coverages have been
incre_esed for the 1978 crop
year in an effort to keep in line
with production cost.
Persons interested in more
information regarding
coverages of wishing to sign
an application for the "All
Risk" crop investment
IMshould
protection
MEDIATELY contact their
nearest Federal Crop Insurance Office (listed in the
'telephone directory under U.
S. Government).

An entomologist alerts
farmers to be prepared for an
.unusally early and large
buildup of yield-sloshing
weevils in their alfalfa fields
this spring.
"Check fields once a week
now, ofterner as the days get
warmer, and be ready to

terminal growth of alfalfa
plants.
The amount of damage that
alfalfa weevilsn do -to the
crop depends on size of the
worms, number in the field
and size of plants when, attaeked, according to the entorrniegist.

necessary to save your alfalfa
Chris
advises
crop,"
.Christensen, Extension entomologist to the UK College
of Agriculture.
The stage for this spring's
crop threat was set last fall
conditions . were-when
favorable for adult weevils to
lay eggs in the stems of alfalfa
plants and weeds. And spring
egg-laying already has begun
in Kentucky

can't torlerate as large a
weevil population as older,
says
plants,"
larger
Christensen. •
He recommends treating a
field with an insecticide if
there are two to three large
larvae per alfalfa stem and if
25 percent of the stems show
feeding damage. Several
Insecticides are available for
controlling -alfalfa weevils,
and selection depends on how
close the field is to harvest.
County Extension agents for
more
have
agriculture
detailed information on applying insecticides.
"If an infested field is with
• in a few days of harvest, it
may be better to avoid using
an insecticide and to cut the
crop early," says Christensen,
"Check the regrowth after the
crop is off, especially in the
windrow areas, and apply a
short-residttal stubble spray if
weevil feeding warrants."
"In checking fields, you
need to walk through, select
sterna at random and get an
average number of larvae per
stem," said Christensen.

"As a result, we have 13 to
20 times more alfalfa weelvils
eggs in fields now than at the
TOP LEAF GRADERS — This Calloway County High School team took first place April
same time last spring,"
28 in the air cured tobacco grading competition at the annual Future Farmers of
reports Christensen.
America Held Day at Murray State University. Dr. James Thompson, chairman of the
He adds that two peaks of
Department of Agriculture at the university, left, is shown presenting the trophy to,
weevil population can be
from the left, Brad Cook, Rany McCallon and Bill Glisson.
expected to cause trouble this
year. Fall-laid eggs soon will
be hatching into larvae or
worms that feed on alfalfa
plants. Bulk of the spring-laid
eggs will hatch later on.
Weevil larvae are small
green worms with black
heads. As the worm gets
bigger, it develops a white
strip down the middle of its
Fungus diseases on last don't know what the ger-. seed over thispractice.
fall's soybean crop increased mmation is by outward an—. The specialistsays that seed back. The worms feed on the
or
problems that farmers are pearance alone. Sometimes it of 65 percent germination
low to
experiencing this year in can look good outwardly, but less is of quality to0
out that
finding ,top quality seed to when you run a germination -plant, pointing
test on it you find the germ is fungicide treatment won't
plant.
boost quality adequately to
. Jim Herbek, Extension weak or the vigor is low."
Herbek considers seed with make the seed worthwhile.
grain crops specialist at UK's
Herbek says marginal
West Kentucky Substation,'a germination of 85-90 percent
For Up To The Minute
seed should not be
suggests steps farmers can or higher as top quality. Seed quality
2 in/
11
than
deeper
planted
running
germination
a
with
take to offset this shortage of
between 70 and 80 percent, he ches, or in wet, cool soils.
good seed.
"We want warm, moist soils
"We had brief periods of notes, is of marginal quality.
"If the farmer has looked all — with temperatures of 65 to
harvest delay list fall, mainly
Hutson Grain Terminal
— for best results
due to wet weather that kept over and hasn't found 70 degrees
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway
County
quality
seed,"
marginal
with
fa-rimers out of the ,fields," - anything better than-marginal
cool
that
explaining
says,
he
fungicide
a
use
can
he
seed,
Herbek says. "These delays,
emergence and
combined' with warm tem- seed treatment to raise ger- soils willdelay
chances that
increase
thus
percent,
20
to
15
mination
peratures, caused fungus
before it has the
infection that affected seed normally," he says, noting seed will rot
that the fungicide can be chance to produce a healthy
quality."
. He says that if farmers have- either commercially applied plant.
"It's a matter of false
not already selected .seed. or put on in the hopper box at
they should be sure that they planting time. He says that economy to cut costs if you're
buy the best quality available once the seed is treated with a cutting them with lower
One way to do this, he notes, is fungicide, it canhot be used or quality seed," the specialist
sold for Mod or feed.
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
to buy certified seed.
says. "Although it may be a.
Herbek points. out that an
"Those producers who are
Except Holidays
saving their own seed out of increase in seeding rates of minor cost initially, if you end
up
with
a
poor
stand, it will be
the bin should have its ger- this lower quality seed will
mination checked," the help produce a better stand, an expensive item of
agronomist continues. "You but prefers using top quality production in the long tun."

.
!
Grain Price
Call..

Ky.
Farmers..

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgrs.-Charles Sadler

If The Weather Has Put
You Behind On Your Planting...
We Have Way To
Help You Catch Up!
Come In And Let Us
Explain Our

4........

The way we see it...you're not just our
costomers...you're our friends. We know how imPortaht your farm Is to you...and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs...loans, management, or just a bit of
. sotaiel.dviee: bet44alk.

se 7U-3111
fl

•FRANKFORT, KY.- Farmers and timberland owners w-loidered tree seedlings this year from
..
..
the state Diyigion of Forestry shouldfflet ready for planting bete shipping has begun.
Although the bad weather has postponed harvesting for .1 month, foresters and,additionel'itelp
ire- working full force at state nurseries to distribute The seedlings before thedormant season breaks.
Pictured is the Woodsbend nursery .igi eastern KeptUck MWIZ 1.5 million seedlings are being
shipped to Daniel Boone National. Forest,'and an idditiollid• 51?0,090•Irces ate *mg scot to
distribution points in Pineville, Hazard;Prestooshiug.MoreitrAmui Stamping Gratina, • •
_rilkt)n
_ beIallWip.IFTEgseedlingsTiir (HO_ ____... must
iiiiner riihi7eJS-(i-trie-riVrCafreN
triPolinTRIY a -rtavf$ cuipt Arta" 'I.
undercutting blade. they are hand picked and rolled ittar pi in wtaps and loaded on a wagon.(lop
left). Theieedlings are then counted anti graded (hot ni le) , itid perfect seedlings are gathered in_
bundles of 500 or 1,000. The roofs ari . sprayed Wi h Mil, . 1 for protection (top right), and the
seedlings are banded with steel cable and ready for dm ent.

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPET1TION...WE ARE THE
COMPETITION!!
JUNCTION OF KWH 1 SEDALIA — MAYFIELD

PHONE 1474010 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 435-4407

PAO 1
Monday, May 8, 19111
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6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

•

PERSON EXTIME to service
PERIENCED in
photo copies at MSU
For The
fiberglassing. Call 753Library. Approximately
8218 after 5 p.m.
Mother
2 hours, a day, approximately $1,500 for 12
WANTED SOMEONE to
EytIui
month year. For more__
mow yard and do
Her A -information and in- '
COLOA----P-08.TRAITS. -work. Call.753-3102.
terview B00323-0562 LoIl
Flas-Ofining for new
RAY-HARM
bring us yours for extra
'free or 312-437-1996
employees full time
MERCHANT
any
RETAIL
copies Made from
PRINT
collect.
or part time, male or has need of experienced
size into any size..
for day and
female
8
•
no
cents,
At
cleaning lady. Age
Wallets low.as 24.
nights. Must be able
PERSONS
OF
HIGH
barrier. Must be willing
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
to work weekends, no
_ Moral character inwort,. Referenced .
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
to
_
terested in singing ywith
Ahem Regri
-7534035. - Free pgrkinf
-required. Apply -P: -Or--No phone calls Must
a gospel quartet, to
for
enBox 390, Murray
lot, use our rear
be 18 or older Apply
perform at Nursing
interview.
trance.
m person Only
Homes and at various
other
charity
YES, WE HAVE bedding
WANTED - HELP with
organizations should
plants, shrubs and trees.
elderly gentlemen. Call EXPERIENCED cooks
call 759-4600.
Juamtas Flowers, 917 `
for information-753-1690.
wanted. Apply in person
Co..w•ater Ftd
wrTrenholms
at
FOlk WATKINS
to. Restautani,
LADIES
1206
WANTED
WHAT WE DO best is Products. Contact SALESPERSON FOR
753-2997
type labels-. in their
Call
Chestnut.
753-6333
Holman Jones,217 South
care. Neeclline.
downtown retail store.
home. Write P. 0. Box
13th., phone 753-3128. '
Full and part time,
Murray, Ky.
221,
PURCHASE DIRSTRICT
In
BIBLE FACTS INC.
Experience desired, but
Warehouse
Furniture
Ezekiel 8. 15-18 the Lord
5 lost And Found
will train. In applying
to . needs salemen Apply in
SOMEONE
WANTED
fury
says he will deal in
give name, sex, marital
clean apartment once a
person only:
FOUND childs bicycle at • status
and not have pity upon
in own handCall 7534668 or
week.
753Call
Woodlawn.
the
300
those who worshiP
writing. Apply tor P:0.
753-4757.
PERSONABLE general
6044 and identify.
„sun. Jermiah 8:2 tells
Box 264X.
office-good typing skills
what happens to those
With good knowledge of
who worship the host of STRAYED FROM home 4 Stuffers and ,Mailers
AND
grammar
BREAK
composition,
Lynn
of
South
miles
the heavens. Newly
URGENTLY
punctuation.
and
Grove, 2 black and tan
dedicated Sun Day;'May
ALIGNMENT
NEEDED!-$25.00 per
and
Shorthand
male Dobermans. Call
3rd. dominated local and
GUARANhundred
MECHANIC
bookkeeping helpful.
W. P. West, 435-4467.
national news without
selfTEED. Send
Service
Permanent. For apGoodyear
any thanks to the sun's
stamped
addressed
pointment call Ky.
di Store has permanent
creator, God. Bible
6 Help Wanted
envelope, TK ENexfor
position
Co. 753-4951.Candy
study anytime, 759-4600
perienced brake and
THE MURRAY Board of TERPRISE, Box 21679,,
Denver,CO 80221.
alignment mechanic
Education is taking
Ability to sell service
applications for schoof-WANTED
boss aim olso kir •
asei to custoeneali
bus drivers for the 19784,1101,1.41Am liwille.1*•
tomeemil
asseottal.
79 school year. Apply-at
OIL Ifthe ammked. tab
Goodyear benefits InKitchen help:. Night
Superintendent's
the
•
.
Os
favo
.md *Am Maw
clude paid vacations
shift. Apply in peroffice on Poplar at ninth
cropping.
hospitalization
son.
BURGER
free
753-4363.
or phone
and insurance, plus
Jerry's
pension program.
$204 + WEEKLY
Restaurant
isapsy is perms•o. et. to 4
Possible Mailing CirSo. 1211t St.
Has opening for a
culars!! Materials
manager
swing
'Supplied, Earn Imtrainee. Must be 18 or
9 Situations Wanted
GOODYEAR mediately! Send Self,
older. Must be able to
Stamped
Addressed
work " weekends. No
SERVICE STORE
YOUNG MAN with some
% Envelope:
phone calls. Apply in
experience in body work
Ky.
Murray,
_Homeworker. B427-4SI3,
person only.
A.nod onp000rt noon.
needs job. Call 436-2167.
troy, MT 59935.

WOMENS LIB' the

fight
for ERA. Facts Pro and
Con. Be Informed.
WPS-ERA,
Write:
Rade 1, Box 168A. West
Paducah, Ky. 42096.

PART

Nlite

'Gene
Iiiid
Jo's
Flowers

•

QUEEN

CLASSIFIED
ADS

THESE An -C'S! IF.\ WHEN qOU WRITE TO
YOU - • A FRIEND- ABOUT
THEY'RE VERY
YOUR CAT,-ttOU HAVE
.1.11tP0RTANT _ Otitt.A
TO KNOW HOuJ TO
CAT?
IF YOU OWN
MAKE 6000 C'S
A_CAT••

THEY HAVE OTHER I LL1
U5E5,TOO,WHICH BE
I CAN EXPLAIN AROUNO
LATER...

ore

•

.‘trib

tia&

a

Whom Too Think
Vaino-Tlaink

. have Group Excess
Medical
Major
available. . . Family
rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is coadministered and endorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For inforrnation on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT - AND
associATF_S,P 0 Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-1486.

1-1-tr-tcw-Uvi
West Ky.
-Appliance Center
Sales & Service

a•••••••ass_

18 Sewing

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS

14. Want To Buy

WE BUY USED

mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West
Mobile
End
'Homes, 442-1918.

Gl.KKI USED MIIRILE
homes. Call 1-5274322.
15 Articles For Sale

TWO RIDING

lawn
mowers. One 8 h. p.
AMF, one 10 h. p. Case.
Both good condition.
Call 753-6855.

OSTER

Model 10 electric
clippers with Number 1
and 30 blades. Slightly
used. Call 484-2745
between 8 a. m. and 2
p.m.

SALE - SNAPPER.'
mower replacement
blades. Your choice 26"
28' or 3O"-.1•99 each.
Wallin Hardware, Paris..
FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
typewriter. Call _7535599.
METAL TYPEWRITER
desk with well for
typewriter. Good condition. Call 753-7531 or
753-0101.
SCRAP CANDY and log
rolls, $1.0041.50 per
pound. 7 to 5 daily, 8-12
Saturday. Ky. Candy Co.
Almo.

4

FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.
CULTIVATOR,e-e3 point
hitch, two row. Two
wheel .utility trailer, 5 x
10, 48" high with tarp.
Call 753-1261.

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

11••••••••••..,

I COOK

viE SHAME
i0TY.FIFTY

DOES YOug HUSBAND
• 14E1..P IN
ThrE KITCNER41

AND HE

11
1"

1ATS,

114

,

HEY!I
'HOULD ,BE
• A COOK/

, , •.

YOU THINK YOU'RE
QUALIFIED TO BE A
COOK JUST BECAUSE
YOU CAN FLIP A
PANCAKE?!

H

ts_4.41

I

SMOKE DETECTORS,'
advertised
nationally
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th. '
16 Home Furnishings

ereiseieWlkallagE

1

1
k*,
tkat,,ti
Ic

UNCLE

• •-•

4

zfr

YOU'RE
JUST
JEALOUS
BECAUSE
YOU
CAN'T DO
IT

['Ave'

Tail0
‘

,r

IWO

11

27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 MOBILE HOME 14 x
64, 2 bedroom, central
air and heat. Washer
and dryer. Partly furnished. Nice. Price
$7250. Phone 753-2762.

ONE AND two bedroom
unfurnished apartment
Manor
Murray
at
Apartments. Call 7538668, 9-12 and 1-3.

4020 JD tractor, excellent
condition. 1967 model,
New leader lime and
fertilizer bed. Call 4354301.

31 Want To Rent
WANTED TO FIENT a 1
or 2 bedroom 44iouse in
Murray. Would like to
move between now and
first of September. Call
492-8407.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex.
5.
May
Available
Central heat and air, all
electric. Call 753-9741.

FERGUSON
MASSEY
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
489-2551.
20 Sports Equipment

FURNISHED 1 or 2
married
bedroom,
couples or singles only.
ApartZimmerman
ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.

MUST SELL 277 Apollo
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
jet boat, one new, one
TS South
demonstrator. One __APARTMEN
Extended,
Broad
equipped 460 Ford
ApKy.
Murray,
engine, one equipped 454
being
now
plications
Chevrolet. engine. With
taken for new one, two
Edwards
warranty.
and three bedroom,
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Section VIII Hud Benton, Ky. 527-1436
subsidized apartments.
days, 527-8814 nights.
Occupancy available 3022 Musical
60 days. Call 753-8668
Ask for Brenda Jones
WANTED RESPONopportunity
Equal
SIBLE party to take
housing.
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575.

12
So(it)
TELE

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, air
condition, next to
fairgrounds, 121 North.
Call 753-3139.

BULLS FOR SALE,
performance tested half
and three-quarter blood
Sirrunental and MaineAnjou bulls. Only the
very best pellormance
bulls selected from over'
1,000

performance

tested cows are being',
offered for sale. Broad
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky,
42211, Phone daYs 7.355182.
39. Poultry

HOME,
both.
place
Prt
fusint
just
withir
courth
living
room
woodb
also,)
clud
refrig
and c
thirtie
PERU
1222.

DEAR
!!Love
locate
distar
center
ands
_brick
Men, fr
wood I
-- you se
me at
detail
Relate

RENT/
GOOE
-Doi
great
House
apir
• amithi
ment
an e
large
-.lots of
KOPF
753-12
forma

Supplies

25 OR MORE laying white
rock hens, $1.00 each.
Call after 4:30 p.m. 4742262.
43 Real Estate

THIRT1
with w
at Cht
of the
Ky.') F
blatktr
plus a
pc
a
propel
Neubai
Main
753-010

Mt=SMARM- r.• a
summer retreat? We
have lake property
listed in Pine Bluff
Shores, Panorarna,
Lake Forest, Lakeway
Shores and Palisades
Subdivision ... lots and
homes. Make an investment your whole
family will enjoy. Call
753-1492, Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

REMINDER

Private
Guitar
Lessons
All Styles-Any Age
Contact:
Monte Fisher
At

Min,
or l<
larg
how

1978-79 City Auto Stickers, Business Privilege
License, Dog License and Motortycle License
must be purchased prior to Juno 1, 1978 in order
to avoid a 10% penalty. License may be purchased at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall _
Building, 5th dr Poplar Streets, from 8:00-5:00
pm, including the noon hoar, mc,pday Tani
Friday.
City of Murray
Jo Crass, City Clerk

Chuck's Music
1411 Maio, Nkortvy,

LARGE FREEZER good
copdition. $125. Electric
stove, good condition,
$30. Roll away bed, $15.
Call 759-1749.

- 410"
0

1at
4

%law
5-9

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

V.

•

FIVE 50 FT. steel roof
trusses out of old Hazel
School Gym. Call after 5
p. m. 492-8320 or 4928390.
CONDMONERS.
AIR
R.C. Evans, 474-8848, or
474-7748.

SI

REPOSSESSED Sound
Design Stereo Console.
$15 per month. Call
Goodyear before 6 p.m.

ESPECIALLY nice 2
Neediest! Shoppe, Fox
bedroom apartment.
Meadows, g'outff 16th
Unfurnished. Carpeted.
Street. Must sell my
$165 month. Call 753•
10 ACRES 12.x 6emobile
of
stock
entire
7168home, outbuilding
Columbia-Minerva-4 ply
Private country area.
Rooms Fo; Rent
33
worsted weight and
Call 753-8563. *
...
sports weight yarns at
PRIVATE ROOMS .ftir
42 price, to make room
10 x 50 Mobile home 2
rent. One block from
for my new line of
campus. Share bath and
bedroom. Call 753-5352.
Brunswick Yarns in
kitchen facilities. $50
both wool and acrylic, in
12 x .60 FLEETWOOD, 3
per month. Call 753-7853.
worsted weight and
bedroom, 2 baths, fully
sports weight. Now in
34 Houses For Rent
carpeted, 401` awning,
stock - mpny new kits
concrete patio un- 'TWO. BEDROOM brick
and pattern books in
derpinned, storm
house. Couple preferred.
cotton
crewel and
Aps,' fine quality
riiiDeposit
pets.
No
embroideries, latch
.furniture, almost new.
required. Call 753-3903.
hook, needlepoint
Baldwin electric organ.
knitting and crochet.
25" Zenith color TV,
HOUSE OR APARTtablecloths,
Stamped
central heat and Carrier
MENT near downtown
napkins and quilt tops,
refrigerator air system.
Murray. Call 753-4109.
baby or fingering yarn.
Everything goes inFull line of accessories
36 For Rent Or lease
, eluding lawn mower.
for each needleart.
Barbeque outfit, garden
Needlepoint lessons - •
tools, etc. $10,850 firm.
Mini
cost of materials only.
Available May 15. Call
Warehouse
Information call 753753-7897.
Storage Space
3855.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
For Rent
19 Farm Equipment
253-4758
MOBILE HOMES and
CA ALLIS CHALMER 53
mobile home spaces for
model, plow, disc, and
37 livestock Supplies
rent, at Riviera Courts.
cultivator, $1,350. 203
FOR SALE - four yeat •
Kess St., Mayfield, 774,
old registered polled
0064.
MOBILE HOME spaces
hereford bull. Will take
for families. Coach
young registered-Black
1350 LB. Kobe jap seed
Fox
and
Estates
Angus as part payment.
and wheat straw. Call
Meadows, South 16th.
John Neubauer, 753753-6215.
753-3855.
7531.

6000 BTU portable air
conditioner, demonstrator, full warranty, 15
months, $15 per month.
Call Goodyear before 6
p m. 753-0595.

114114*
:
onsio

753-447$

641 N.

LIVING ROOM furniture
and Early American den
furniture. Excellent
Ca1114-4720,

011711OW'aim
114E BABY BUNNY
• SLUGGO GAVE ME
IS LONESOME
FOR HER
moNtrk/or
v
‘a

FARMERS OF WEST
KENTUCKY... now

12 x 50 trailer, fully
Two
furnished.
bedroom, washer and
dryer. Natural gas heat.i
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551.

••• lek
.111.0

32 Apartments For Rent

26. TV-Radio

12 Insurance

6 Help Wanted

COUCH, MATCHING
coffee table and two end
dishwisher,
tables,
velvet headboard bed
Call after 6 p.m. 753-8751.

7s323.Exterminating

FREE
Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
lOG noir 131N
Plow 733-3914
In Business()vet
N4 Yearo Certified By EPA

26 TV Radio

. GE 19" color TV, $20 per
CHROME DINING table
month, Call Goodyear
with6 chiars. Good
before 6 pm
753-0595
412
at
Sec
conditio%
•
South 8th: .
7$ MODkIL kaWr sx651) receiver. Two CS
AUTOMATIC
SEARS
three way speakers.
66r;
2
White
washer, $75.
Suggested retail price •
piece French Provincial
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
bedroom suite, $65. All
Call 753-4641 days, 753in good condition Call
after 5.
3724
753-2753
4

NOME
The City of Hazel will accept bids for the
follOwing street improvements:
Street Name - Center Street
Beginning - West of LarN Railroad
Ending- 5th St.
Length -0.16 Mile
Type-Bituminous Resurface
Mass Contact Jos D. Thompson it 412-0424 after 5:00 p.m.

4

WANTED DEALERS:
To install Imperial sprayed Ita-Noisfing and Roof
repairs ON old and now buildings. ft is also a
troniondoos onorgy and Insolation savor. Nearly
ovary home building owner can use it. We are the
only manafacteror that trains how to install with
on the job training by factory installers. No foes
of any kind. We are only interested in selling this
rootlet sad onsegy soviet motorlot aM egatpArent that-tre ntseefeeture. tat be -spent sr
year mead. Writs: Imperial Chemicals Inc, 4700
Wissahlekon Ave., Phila., Pa. 19144 or call Mr.
Wallori, Toll Free No. 1400-523-3014 or 2185441700.

•

PAO II NI mum,dy., LDGIR ic TIMES, Monday, May 8, 1978

43:- Real Estate

for Rent

NEW HOME FOR SALE
in Canterbury Estates..
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with
storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.

South 12th at Sy carisOro
TELEPHONE 253.1051
HOME, BUSINESS, or
both. This could be the
place you are looking for
I- Property is zoned for
!Business, but could be
just a lovely home
within two blocks of the
courthouse, 4 bedroom
brick 2 bath, stud
living room and dining
room combination with
woodbuming fireplace,
also large kitchen inrange,
cluding
refrigerator, disposal
and dishwasher. Low
thirties. Phone KOPPERUD -REALTY, 7531222.

stf

Y nice 2
ipartment.
. Carpeted.
Call 753- Rent

DOMS
ilock from
;-e bath and
$50
all 753-7851

DOM brick
e preferred.
Deposit
all 753-3903.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956'
7534646

APARTdowntown
ill 753-4109.

l

FOR SALE BY OWNER
- two bedroom house
*4th utility and carport.
• Near University. Call
759-1670.

isacg TWO BEDROOM
• house in Hazel.'Wall to
wati_ettirpec_erartre
Ideal for retired couple
or beginner. Priced to
sell. Ca11,49241555.

C1978 United Feature

Syndicate inc'

"THIS IS PROM OUR SON STATIONED IN
1%11'5TO? SENDING AMERICAN
GER/11/%1,
DOLLARS,SEND CARE 7ACKAGES!"
43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

NEW DUPtEX near
completion. Luxurious
throughout-, both sides
have cathedral ceiling in
living
roont and
bedrooms. Carpeted
through, Western cedar
on Outside. Lowered
living room floors,
located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 p.m. for appointment.

1968 FORD Fairlane, 2
cylinder,
door, 6
automatic, good condition. Call 436-5553 after
5 p.m.
1971 VW for sale. Good
condition. Can be seen
916 N. 18th.
FOR SALE 1977Cutlass
Salon. Call days 7530799, nights 759-4990.
1971 DODGE 6 cylinder,
jap truck hno 2 utility
bed. Actual miles 19,500.
Can be seen at Murray
Housing, 716 Nash,
Drive, anytime between'
7 a. rn: and 4 p. m. Will)
_ be sealed bids open May,
12that 10:00.
1973 DATSUN truck, good
condition, one owner,
66,000 actual miles.
$1900. Call days 232-9425,
nights 232-6507

FOR SALE

51. Services

51. Services Offered

50. Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount tirices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until6 p.m. East 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-toinstall Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings -or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof
masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or exterior. An excellent doit-yoprself project or we
will install. Buy direct
from
our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
N.
'Fireplace, 706
Market Street, Paris,
Tenn. 18242. Phone 901642-1328.

MOBILE HOME AN.HORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.

Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
-per.
your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
BLOWN
INSULATION
jsl hy Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
free
for
753-2310
estimates.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

Offered

DO
WILL
HOUSECLEANING one
or 1 -days aweek,.
References. --Own
transportation. Call 4354302.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Service, birthday
parties, wedding, etc.
'Very reasonable. Call
759-1749.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank, work. Fiele
tile lines installed, 2.k3
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933..
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
70-3335
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
WILL DO-INTER/OR and
exterior house painting.
Call 759-1228. -

QUALITY SERVICE
2 LOVELY BUILDING
1969 Cougar
COMMERCIAL
LOTS in Kingswood.•
PROPERTY - A good
SEPTIC TANK PUM-Convertible
di
C°
tinon
iPan
sayles
inc.an
Ai
dr sermnOnly $3,500 each. 2
building for small
PING. Residential and
DEAR AD READER:
tires,
New paint, new
vice. Modern sheet
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Building lots in West- ON KENTUCKY Lake
business offices or any
commercial. Rex Camp'
!lLove This House!! It's
good condition.
in
Custom built vinyl lined
metal
near Paris Landing.
department.
small business. Prime - wood -on Wiswell Rd.
753-5§33.
located in walking
At:
See
pools. Several sizes.
Larry
Only $3,500 each. Nelson
Neat two bedroom, full
Wisehart,
location in Murray's
distance of shopping
Brood St.
804
BOYD-MAJOR
Water Valley 305-2838 or
basement, heat pump,
Presid_triL Phone 753busy Southside Shopping -- Shroat Co., REALTORS,
MET .. BASEMENT? we
centers, grocery stores
After 4:00 P. M.
328-8567
call collect.
REAL
ESTATE
759-1707._
9290.
fireplace,
on
view
'fa
Center.
make wet basements
Heat pump
and school...3 bedroom
7531080
acre. New boat dock on
central air.- Call about
dry, work completely.
brick with rec room and
TOUCH of Nature
PROFESSIONAL
deep water cove. Ideal 1969 FORD one ton with
guaranteed. Call or;
this today'. -Phone
BYARS BROTHERS 8e
Professional Services
den, fenced in brick and
surround's
this for retirement. Rt. 2,
window
cleaner,
Touch"
Hornet
4
private
Friendly
and
With
The
bed
service
.
write Morgan Con--;
KOPPERUD
REALTY;
the
priced
in
SON
patio,
General
home
wood
beautifully kept brick on
homes, offices, store
Box 152, Dover, TN 37058
cylinder air - corn753-1222.
struction Co., Route
remodeling,
framing,
30's...Can't wait to tell
picturesque 2 • acre ...or _2324777_ after dark. -pressor. 1977_ Ford
fronts, etc. 20 years
A HOUSE THAT'S A
Box 409 A.„ Paducah, Ky..:
aluminum siding and
you more about it. Call
,.-. ..et..Some of *e special
experience. Call 901-782- - gutters. Call 1464-8961
R
E
A,
L
:.'IN
Chateah, fulLixtwer.
42001._ Phone, day tie
._
- me at 753-1492 for more
features of till -Mine
5901.
atrsruise
.
VESTMENT.
211:
double
•
or
o4
-442-1O.
Loretta__Jobs
1-.362-4895...
are: beaurifu1 151111t-iti WY OWNER - 3
South 12th St. - Newly
contrOl, tinted glass.
Realtors.
bedroom, 1 12 bath,kitchen, fireplace with
MITCHELL
listed 3 bedroom,brick
Eight Passenger, 17,000
WILL
SERVICEMASTER OF
DO
garage, central air and
heatalator for winter
BLACKTOF`pING veneer house and lot
miles. Call 345-2366..
Murray
The
HOUSECLEANING,
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
RENTAL PROERTY,-months, 22 x 15 patio for
sealing, patching L Professional Carpet
_150' x 150'.' Exand gardening, have
GOOD INVESTMENT: ceptional
Summer cook-outs...and. living room with full LW FORD. new tires.
striping. For free
quality
Cleaners.
Referred
referenCes. Call 131by
stoned wall fireplace.
- Don't miss out on this
much, much more! May
estimates call 753-1537.
Call 437-4218 after 5.
home, on lot scheduled
over 30 carpet mills.
1495.
BOYD-MAJORS
Blown
'insulation.
great rental property.
today'
Call
we show you
for B-4 listing soon.
Call for free estimates,
REAL ESTATE
Fenced backyard. 16 x
ANY KIND of hauling in
House is divided into 2
753-1492 or 753-1499
Check this one today.
1974 FORD Capri. Good
753-0259.
753-8080
20
raised
deck.
Wooded
city
or
county.
Call
759apartments with
Loretta Jobs Realtors:
Real
Boyd-Majors
condition. 4 speed, new lot. Paved driveway. All
1247 or 753-9685.
'StoreagionaI Services
another garage apartRandy's Carpenter
Wtate, 105 N. 12th.
NEED
TREES
or
tires call 492-8890 after 5
With
The
Friendly
Touch"
on
1•'2
an
acre
in
is
Lynnheat
also.
Gas
ment
Plumbing Service
And
shrubbery
cut
or
p.m.
wood Estates, 2 miles
FOR YOUR septic tank
an economic feature,
Satisfoction Ginorenteod
trimmed? Call George
South
of
and backhoe work
large 85 x 351 lot with
1304 Sycamore St. Murray.
436-5680
Landolt, 753-4707.
1968 CAMARO 227, 4, needs. .Also septic tank
Possession in June. Call
Near Bel Air. Shop_lots of nice trees. Phone
Dodge
1954
speech.
753-0717.
cleaning. Call John
KOPPERUD REALY,
ping, 3 bedrooms, 1
Guy Spatn-41ealty
LICENSED
ELECpickup, both in fair
Sears
Lain. Phone 754-8669 or
753-1222 for more inbath
frame
house,
car"Your key Poople
TRICIAN and gas in- FENCE SALES at
47. Moto/cycles
each.
8250
cbnditton.
436-5348.
formation.
peted, electric heat,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
In It 1state"
stallation
will
do
Call 753-7593 after noon.
air
conditioner,
for free estimates for
753 724
1970 750 TRIUMPH, $800.
plumbing heating and
901 Sycamore Norm 1.
draperies, dishwasher
PAINTING INTERIOR,
your needs.
Call489-2399 after 4:30.
Call
753sewer
cleaning.
EL CAMINO topper to fit
included. Large lot 75'..
exterior, Also dry wall
Professional Services
7203.
1973-1977 models. call
THE NELSON SNROAT BUSINE.S OPWith The Friendly Touch'.
x 210' with garden.
finishing. 10 years ex54 Free Column
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
753-6000.
Outside
perience.
Call'IA-2563,
storage
CO. REALTORS
FOR
miles.
Call
1,000
than
PORTUNI Y - A
INSULATION
COLTNTRY LIVING. 5
building.
ONLY
Rail% Worley
needs. Call Jackson FREE PUPPIES, half •
436-2262 or 753-8078.
young grow g business
759-1707
1972 OLDS18, full power
bedroom,
2
bath,
$19,900. Boyd-Majors
Purchase Insulation, _ Irish Setter. Call 753Una* Pitts Sbollfin9 C-0111tw
located in one of
and air, best offer. See SPRAY PAINTING of all
roomy brick veneer
Real Estate 105 N.
759-1820.
750 fr- good
HONDA
Murray's new shopping
1976
.
McCuan,
247Jimmy
home 3.7 acres located
kinds. Metal roofs,
12th.
centers. Owner would
condition low mileage
0470.
Hwy. 464 east of
barns, farms and
THIRTY FIVE
acres
like an offer. Phone
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
Bucy's
Grocery.
homes. Call Ralph
with _water front located
KOPPERUD- REALTY,
V011110C.4
Large living rooni,
Worley, 436-2563.
LOCATED ON A QUIET, at Chandler Park area
753-1272.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less Western Ky. Travel
dining
room,
family
OPEN WEEKDAYS
tree-shaded street is this
of the lake (Hamlin,
than 1,000 miles. Call
stumps
YOU
need
DO
room
with
fireplace.
Woe.-Wed. 8-1
Trailer
Sales
and
Serbrick
ranch
3
bedroom
I
"s• ''• piar•Bentor
*House
Ky.') Property has long
436-2262 or 7534078.
removed from your yard
This New Listing is
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS *Hospital
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
home just waiting for
blatktop road Ky 1918)
Calls
or land cleared of
priced right at $53,000.
Fri. A Sal 8-2:30
Calls
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522your family. Fully
plus a new road serving
49. Used Cars & Trucks
remove
stumps?
We
can
Boyd-Majors
Real
8507.
throughout,
carpeted
el-fair Cuts 'Shaves
a
portion
of ,the
stumps up to 24"
Estate 106 N. 15th.
1976 CHEVROLET dump
home has living room,
property. John
209 Walnut Street.
C.
ORCHARD
CAMPER
for
beneath ground. Leaves
truck,
12,000
miles.
1977
dining room, large den
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Call
this
number
after 5:00 to assure
Chevy
and
chips.
Luv or Datsun
only sawdust
Case 580 backhoe, 200
and abundant storage.
- 7539625
44. Lots For Sale
Main Street, Murray,
prompt
service
next
day, 753-3685 short
Estimate,
bed
$200.
free
pickup.
Call
for
G7.1 IMO*
hours.
Ditch
Witch
Priced at only $31,900.
753-0101 or 753-7531.
See at Apt. No. 5 J and J
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
and night appointments.
FOR SALE-100 x 100 ft. trencher, 1972 InPhone
KOPPERUD
Apartments, after 12:30.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
ternational Scout. Call
lot with three room
REALTY, 753-1222 or
cottage on Boat Wright 527-1315 or 4744854.
come by our conHill. Across from Irvan
veniently located office
Cobb Marina. Call Mrs. 1958 CHEVROLET 14 ton,
in the" White House
good shape Call 901-593Nellie Lowe, 901-479Buildhig, 711 Main for
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
Dia
after 5 p.m. or 9013111
2156,
estate
your
real
Fulton,
all
Ky.
or 14! x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
642-8544 ask for Curt.
needs.
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
46. Homes for Sale
- the paper and save for handy reference)
, house full of furniture.
1974 JAVALIN, 2 door,
0.
4111111111
Purdom & Thurman
THREE
_44,000 miles. Straight
BEDROOM_
brick home, 1 bath,
shift, air condition,
Insurance I Real Estate
utility room, large
speakers Call 753-7410
Call Nights 753-1618
Southsida Court Squore
kitchen and living room,
Murray, Kentucky'
gas heat. Call days 753- 1973 PINTO wagon.
Winchest•r S•rvices
753-4451
5678, nights 753-2595.
Automatic and air.
Radial tires. $1295. 1972
Fire
Police
LOTS FOR ALL Oci•
THREE
BEDROOM
Chevelle
Malibu,
403 CHESTNUT
castons. We have listed
brick, 2 baths, large den,.
753-1621
automatic, power
7534441
lots for the vacationers
102S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky:
two miles out of Murray.
steering. $114. Call 489in Lakeway Shores,
Call 753-9580.
2595.
Pine- Bluff and Ken
Shores Estates. Or if
1973 PINTO -Runabout.
Free
you are interested in
Cheap. Call 753-8528 or
Radio Cab
Termite Inspection
building
in
town,
day
753113017ditreg
the
take
a
Company
Cr --------- •
Flies,: Roaches,
_
look at the lot we ahVe
1111111111111111
011111 01-*
I
_
;Lilted
a
•
1514
Oxford,.
1
1175 CHEVR1DLET, 4
11111111111111
OM
1111
1111
6
11 11
1
Drive in Canterbury
Kelley's Termite
Heim prase ate. soma,
whoal4rive. 10 Series.
111009S
1111011101103
14 Hour Wrecker
..,
Subdivialon. Let us stiow
Old
tools
cower,
power
and
& Pest Control
Four speed 400 motor,
you _these fine lots or
Service
oc
24
Hour
ServIce
custom
deluxe
calf-Lock
100S. 13th St
NEW LISTING-only mitatias
any other lots listed with
7 Doys A Week
in hubs, wide wheels arid
from
Murrav.Kv.
753-3134
Murray
on
Col*,
Owag
. .
Commercial Property for lease. For restricted
the Multiple Listing
Rd. Hoont hes 5 bedrooms,?
tires. 1976 Ford 250, 4
Phone
753-6177
commercial use only.
Service Call John C.
both,. living room with
speed, lock n'hubs, AMfiroploco, dining room, lora*
Neubauer, Realtor, 753802 N. 18th Street
1301 Chestnut-Murray
753-5351
Call 753-5970
FM tape player, power
hitchen
watt
lots
of cabinets.
0101 or 505 Main St.
Murray.
steering ad brakes
Nom* is tastefully asottnrial
P
Call 474-238;
throughout. Hos control bead

ni
louse
Space
tent
1758
• Supplies

- four year
!red polled
11. Will take
terecrBlack
irt payment.
iauer, 753-

DR

49 Used Cars & Trucks

M ALTuRS •

o bedroom
apartment
Manor
y
Call 7531 1-3.

001k1 furtment, air
next-- to
121 North.

46 Homes For Sale

SALE,

'D tested half

ivarter blood
and Maines. Only the
pellormance
ed from over
'rformance
s are being
sale. Broad
s, Cadiz, Ky,
te das 23 Supplies

laying white
$1.00 each.
:30 p.m. 474-

INN

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

- -of
a
retreat? We
ce property
Pine Bluff
Panorarna,
est, Lakeway
id Palisades
n
lots and
fake an inyour whole
Li enjoy. Call
Loretta Jobs

QUALITY
REALTY

NOTICE

LS Privilege
cle Litense
1178 in order
lay be pur, Qty Hall
m 8:00-5:00
MdaY Thni

11-A-Serrice
lir

91111 s.
ID*.

,y of Murray
s, City Clerk

or
••

PRINTING
153-5391

Is for the

Hinman's
Rentals

12-8424

Taber's
Body Shop

TAXI CABSERVICE

'153-5703

RS:

'int and Roof
It is also a
sow. lloarif
t. We are the
ri Install en'
tors. No foss
IN soiling this
4 Ned taatia0 lippltit
ils INC., 4100
1 or oall Mr.
INA or 215-

and sir, Perfect for largo

150.00 AUCTION COUPON - $25.00 AUCTILI COUPON
THIS COUPON worfli,515 to 50 dollars on your AUCTION. $25•0° Mr Stift_
or more end 55D 00 if it sintogInti to 53,000 or snort
Dispersals, tend Sales, Egaianient, etc Ito 5%.
Estates(medium to lams)Slo 10.
41r-

.Nousabold..tatious Sala,?is 10%
. A.fartta ileagltfUlliliataiplasall
i/kf
a

1513 Porn

-el/ S7•"0 d°"1" •

fly. Ono acre lel Deal Irtif
therote get sway

&NV 4 roam ad and off 121
lovely 311 1'/2 kakis
111•411 for am who toasts a
,lot-14-0010,
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Huhe V. Hastings, Auctioneer
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1969 CHEV104.ET AMFM radio, ood radial
tires. 8150 or best offer', -Call 767:220'
._.. ---..1922,11ERELRY Monaseleempewse.41,4-=-14)Mi--•
FM stereo needs -body
work, $1150 1967 Chevy
pickup rurs but motor
needs work $300. Call
753-2891 after 6 p m •
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Deaths and Funerals 1 Berkowitz
Final Rites Held

Mrs. Amy Borders
Dies At Westview;

For Mr. Boitnott
The funeral for Robert L.
Boitruitt- of 603 EMI Street was
[ii. at
held Saturday at ten
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. W. Edd Glover, Bro.
John Dale, and the Rev.
Dwayne Franklin officiating.
Burial was in the Murray

Services Are Today
Mrs.Amy Borders of Benton
Route One died Saturday at
6:05 p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 83
years of age and was the wife
of Jake Borders who died fifty

years ago.
Cemetery.
a
was
deceased
The
Mr. Boitnott, age 861- died
member of the Union Hill
Thursday. at the WeIhriew
Church of Christ Born DecM, Nursing Home. He Mitervived
1894, she was the daughter of
by one daughter, Mrs. Nix
the late Albert Thompson and
Crawford, two grandchildren,
Rebecca Darnell Thompson.
Mrs. Wells Purdoin, Jr., and
Mrs. Borders is survived by
Mrs. Bobby Nix Crawford;
three daughters, Mrs. Shelia
five great grandchildren
Mae Collins, Benton Route
Eight. Mrs. Thelma Nanny
ano Mrs. Edith Henderson,
Benton Route One; two sons,
Virgil Borders. Benton and
Sherman Borders, Murray
-Route Two; two brothers.
Oscar Thompson, Clevelandi.,
0., and Hoy 'Thompson,
Valentine. _father _
-Hardin:- sixteen - - ,grand- -- _
of New
Valentine
Louie
of
children; twenty-three great

Albert Valentine

Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Today

grandchildren.... ,
The funeral will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home. Benton, with Bro. 0. D.
McKendress, Bro. Robert
Usrey, and Bro. Michael
Howard officiating. Burial
will follow in the Starks

Certletitry.

William E. Rogers
Dies Sunday With
Burial Wednesday

Pleads
Guilty

stood before Corso and
answered, a long series of
questions designed to see if he
-understood the consequences

retired farmer - of Henry
County.
Survivors include his son,
Louie; three daughters, Mrs.
Dorris Wynn and Mrs. Carol
Hanunons, Paris, Tn., and
Mrs. Ruth Hayes, Henry,In.;
two sisters, Mrs. Iva Taylor,
Holliday, Fla., and Mrs. Nell

CAMERAS, FRAMES,

lirteraft Studies
1 rob 75341111$
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WASHINGTON ( AP)- The
average American must be
convinced that he or she can
adthe
benefit from
inflation-figministration's
hting plans if they are to work,
says the man in charge of the
effort.
"The thing we have to do is
convince the average working
man and wotnan in American
and the average representative of these people that are
union
trade
the
in
movement," Robert Strauss
said Sunday. "If we can
convince everyone that everyone will have a share in
this, then everyone will come
along."

Mother's Day
Going Out of Business
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Hog Market

Oaks Country Club To

Federal State Market NewsSaralee May
I,1971

Hold Event On Friday

Kantually Arches* Area Rag Market
Reportlachrisse BON Statism
Receipts: Ad. OM Rat. 530 Barrows
Oats 11,918411.111 higher Sows needy $1.10
$44.00-11.25
WITIllie424lbs.
law at MUNI
947.5048.00
US14290420lbs.
.5047.50
US34S40-11/11be ......
845.5041.50
US3411114N lbs.
Saes
84116-42.01
US 1-2 2704501be
$40 00-41 00
US 1-3 300-60012e.
141 00-42.00
US 14 420-500 lbs.
US 14500456 lbs.
242 00-43.00
several 44.00
531.00440 00
US 24300-100 Rai
Boars 227 00-35.00 mostly $33.111144.111

The Oaks Country Club will
have a grill out at the club on
Friday, May 12, at 6-30 p.m.
Each member will bring his or
her own steak and the rest will
be furnished.
Members should sign up in
the Pro Shop or call the Pro
Shop at 753-6454. This is for the
whole family, a club
spokesman said.
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LONG JOHN SILVER'S
wednesday SHRIMP SALE
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Crossword Puzzler

Prison Changes

ACROSS

I Cover
WASHINGTON ( API - Unionli have brought about job
improvements for prison
guards, but the changes aren't
good for penal reform, according to a new federal
study.
A two-volume report by the
American Justice Institute of
Sacramento, Calif., said
rison employee groups have
opposed work-release and
community-based

programs.
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legal Notice

Susiod propowiti will be received by the Murray Pub& School,'
Board of Fituratusf itw °Met of the Roast Poplar at 9th Street.
Murray, Keriturty, shut 12 a Noon, C 8.1,Thursday, May II, 1978,
ter the tanallag sf aft tatrrl„srateriels, envies-a.
.rendrod to Pottipiate 11711"Merationa to Murray M
Mieneyilfmnatily=intheeppairendoineoand &wall
be rammed and rut
bill be received for the fminwins Divination
$oma
Arredlennet Treoneet ibliiisaf 4Mit!

tn Stare

Drib

DEAR LONELY. There is a valuable lesson to be
a ride Just because it's offered.
learned here.
• Never accept

NATIONAL HOSPITAL Ss EEK in Murray and Calloway County was proclaimed Ny
Judge Executive Robert 0 a-tiller, seated left, and Mayor Melvin Henley, seated right, in
a joint proclamation. This year's hospital week theme is "Hospitals Wish You Well;
With the local officials are employees of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, left to
rtgrif, r.atny Hodge, public relations; roann Hale, laundry; Kay Frizzell, housekeeping
Hilda Jackson, physical therapy; Ailene Oliver, nursing Rita ford, medical records;
Wanda Garland, dietary; Rick Barrow, respiratory theracer lane Henson social services.
L D. Warren, maintenance; Nancy Meloan, Laboratory; Dianna Harrison, in-service-,
Sandy Tabers, pharmacy; Sandra Lyons, x-ray; Pearl Rutherford, business office; Rita
Pltrioo jerteor Gorda,
Starks, purchasing

Ill urvITITHIN

OFF

Thr(

— DEAR ABBY:- Lastsummer I read a very moving ar title
in your column about a 17-year-old boy who had been killed
in a car accident due to his own reckless driving. It made a
deep impression on me. Little did I know that we would
lose our own 18-year-old son in a car accident soon after. If
this letter saves one life it will be worth writing.
Our son wasn't driving Mother's or Father's me, he was
walking home from a party with a friend. 4: car stopped
-r ind the driver, a 19-year-old bar-offered the boys gi ride
. They happily aceeptscL
The driver started to speed aid the polies took out after
him. He refused to stop. Finally he struck a tree and his car
_.
_
- was severed in half!
Our son was killed instantly and him friend died three
days later Without regaining consciousness. The driver
survived with minor,injaries. This happened only half a
mile from our home
We later learned that ,the driver of -the car was on probation and the car was stolen, so he was afraid to stop.
No alcohol was involved. And yes, Abby, he was our only.
son.
LONELY IN JOLIET,ILL.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION MONTH—Dr. L J,
—Hancock, standing 'right- ob4ive- as

+3 12
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demons and promised he
would "have a lot to say."
Berkowitz also has said he,
wanted to plead guilty to add
credibility to. his warnings
about the demons.

Ma)

DEAR EVY: I know you're right. Some of the best
speakers I've ever heard were once "sick with fright" but
Beerearns it-thanks to Toastmasters.

all."

•
IBIS ,
•
-Mennen& .. ___ ....,

Graduation

30

DEAR ABBY: The 'woman signed SICK WITH
FRIGHT reminded me of myself not too long ago. I too
was afraid to open my mouth in a group because I felt I had
nothing important to say.
At age 43, I went back to college and earned a degree in
accounting, but I was too shy and self-conscious to stand up
and talk in front of a group. Then I joined Toastmasters
Club 990 of TRW where I was employed-and still am.
Three years later I was elected president of the club!
The first six times I stood before an audience (of only
20), I shook like a leaf. Today, I am calm and enjoy it!
Toastmasters is a club where we learn how to listen,
think and speak better. There is a Toastmasters Club in
nearly every-city. Tell SICK WITH FRIGHT to look in the
yellow pages of her phone book, or call the Chamber of
Commerce. I know she can overcome her fright. If I did it,
she can.
EV1 IN HAWTHORNE,CALIF.

Hortin, standing left, and Dr. Hunter
mayor Melvin Henley and County
-Mruy
two days. Also present were
Virginia Gordon sign proclamations declaring the month of May as
Pro-tern
Executive
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Laurie,
Historic Preservation Month in Murray and Calloway County. Dr. Hortin, Dr. Hancock
parents of Donna Lauria, Son
Leonard Vaughn, not pictured, are members of the 'Kentucky Heritage Cornand
of Sam's first victim, killed in o,
this
The proclamation urges all citizens in the community to participate in
mission.
the Bronx on July29, 1976. -rehabilitate
or
restore,
teglair,
iorecogivize,
appropriate
ceremonies
celebration with
. Berkowitz was led into the
the histbric landmarks for the enjoyment and edification of this and future generations
courtroom handcuffed as
of the county, cit state, and nation.
security
extraordinary
existed throughout the 11story courthouse. Mrs.
no
showed
Moskowitz
emotion. Her husband turned
and faced a Wall, apparently
overcome.
The Moskowitz couple left
after .
courthouse
the
Berkowitz pleaded guilty.
refusing to speak to reporters
••1- want-to see justice done.
That's what I want," Lauria
said:"I want to get my hands
on him ( Berkowitz). That's

police vehicles and a police
helicopter.
Last year, the defendant
demanded a trial so he could
warn the world about the

Mur
who s
Ameri
and M
union I
a cam

Oceasions:"

those witnessing
--Berkowitz' appearance were

On hand were hunderds of
police officers and an additional 35 court officers
stationed on the floor of the
building where the tnal was
scheduled.
Berkowitz was brought
about 10 miles from a
Brooklyn. psychiatric prison
ward in a Correction
Department van, escorted by
a heavily armed cordon of

1

•

_

Melvin Henley, seated left, and judge Executive pro-tern Virginia Gordan, wattsi right,
while Carolyn Adams,standing left, and Dr. Keith Heim,standing right, of the Calloway
County Humane Society look on. The officials urge all citizens of Murray and Calloway
County to take full partioipatiop in all the events related to the community during this
• I week.

Among

add NeY10..MOnici_WitS....
MaLlitakolm Cross____Jetr)
•parents of the killers • last
'victim in a nighttime murder
Dies On Saturday
spree that lasted one-year and

Em

DEAR ABBY: Why is it that brides-to-be can write
hundreds of invitations and wedding announcements to
people they scarcely know, but after the wedding they
can't write a simple thank-you note for the gift?
This has happened to me so often lately I am about ready
to stop buying gifts.
You have a booklet on "How To Have a Lovely
Wedding." How. about writing one on what to do
afterwards?
L.S. IN BOONE,IOWA

Sam illing:s.".- -Justice Casa sasentenciag.
the
on
Berkowitz
for
Moskowitz case for. May 22
and declared a 15-minute
recess before, continuing with
•
the unusual proceeding.

Inflation Fight

FILM, FUSII ORES,

Do Brides Get
Writer's Cramp?

'clear,firm voice.
Seated at the front of the
courtroom were judges and
district attorneys from The
Bronx and Queens, on hand to
accept Berkowitz' pleas if he
adm4 _guilt- in all the Son of

County, died suddenly Sunday
at 2:30 a. m.at his home in St.
Louis, Mo. He was 62 years of
age.
Mr._Rogers was a member
_Mrs. Malcolm :Rose Ann)
of the First Community Cross died Saturday at 11:30
Church, Collinsville, El., and a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
was the son of the late Delmus Paducah:She was 45 years of
Rogers and Virginia Howard age and was serving as
Rogers. He was preceded in secretary of the Marhall
death by two sisters, Mrs. Mae Cdunty Chapter of the
Houton and Mrs. Clover American Red Cross.
Charlton.
The Marshall County
Survivors Include his wife, woman had served as past
Mrs. Opal Erwin Rogers, to governor and past vicewhom he was'named in April president • of the Kentucky
1935; one daughter; -- Mr3. Federation of Women's Clubs.
Richard (Virginia Kilzer, She • was a member of the
Bloomington; III; lour sons, Calvert City Woman's Club
Bill Rogers, Murray, Don and aj member of the First
Rogers, St. Louis, Mo., Jim Presbyterian Church.
Rogers and Charles Hampton
She is survived by her
Rogers, Caseyville, M.; one husband. Malcolm Cross, and
sistet,-Mrs. Quitman (Helen) one daughter, Miss Sharon
Herndon, Murray; four Lee Cross, Gilbertsville Route
brothers, Hafford and Hillard One, and one sister, Mrs.
Rogers. Murray, Clayton Sarah Louise Kohler, Los
Roger's, Dallas, Texas, - sod Alamos, N. M.
Rogers, LaDarda,
Charles
The funeral is bell* held
grand- today at two p.m.. at the chapel
Texas; thirteen
children.
of the Collier Funeral Horne,
held Benton, with the Rev. Frank
The funeral will
at the Baldwin officiating. Burial
Tuesay at 7:30 p
chapel of the Kassly Colonial will follow in the Marshall
Morticiary, Fairview Heights, County Memory Gardens
111. The body will then be
brought to the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray,
where visitation will be from
930 a. m. to two p. m. on
Wednesday.
Burial will follow in the
Grove
Pleasant
South
Cemetery in CaDoway County.

.Or Cww.auo TritX•no hi • News SymS int
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of his plea.
"Do you know the penalty
murder?"
for first-degree
Corso asked.
"Twenty-five years to life,"
Berkowitz answered in a

Concord, died Saturday at the
General
County
Henry
Hospital, Paris,Tn.
He was 74 years of age -and a

Cemetery.

former resident of Calloway

By Abigail Van Buren

NEW YORK ( AP)- David,
R. Berkowitz pleaded guilty
today to gunning down 20year-old Stacy Moskowitz last
-July 31 in the sixth and final
murder attributed to the "Son
of Sam" killer.
"ir was wrong," the pudgy,
24-year-old former postal
clerk from Yciakers told Judge
Joseph R. Corso in Brooklyn
Supreme Court as he entered
the plea in the killing of Miss
Moskowitz and wounding of
her first-time date, Robert
Violante.
It was not inunediately
known if he would follow'
tsp n op ea
throug wi
guilty to the five other Son of
Sam killings.
Berkowitz, dressed In a blue
suit and white open-neck shirt,

-.McClain,St.Petersburg.F18The funeral was ,held this'
morning at 10:30 d. m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticivs, Paris, Tn., with
burial in the Bethesda
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MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP
at a mighty small price.
• 9 Golden Fried Shrimp
-•-fabulous Fryes
•
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppies
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